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President, staff
gearing up for
1984 campaign

8

By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — While
the nation's capital enters its midsummer doldrums, President
Reagan and his aides are doing
everything that a candidate and
his staff would do in gearing up for
a presidential campaign.
The only thing missing is a formal declaration of the president's
intentions.
Reagan's advisers have identified key groups whose support
they want to court and set up
schedules to present Reagan to
them; plans are being drawn up
for a campaign organization; a
timetable for the announcement of
the president's intentions is being
prepared, and key problem areas
are being identified.
Presidential aides say a
preliminary re-election committee will be formed on Oct. 15.
Some say the president will announce his candidacy by Nov. 1;
others say the announcement will
follow his two-week trip to Asia,
which is likely to begin on Nov. 2.
The initial disclosure of that
timetable was described by White
House sources as "a deliberate
signal" of the president's plans.
With political planning moving
forward, the president and his
aides are glowing over progress in
tackling what had earlier looked

like a campaign killer: the nation's unemployment rate.
The president's travels this
summer are those of a candidate:
He is talking to such key constituent groups as HispanicAmericans, veterans, a conservative labor union — the International Longshoremen's Association, which supported him in 1980
— and the American Bar Association.
And he is visiting politically important states — Florida, Texas
and California — where Hispanics
in particular are becoming significant factors in elections.
To the suggestion that the public
and private steps being undertaken were those of a campaign
organization moving into high
speed, one senior White House official said,"That's exactly right."
Surveying the political scene as
Reagan prepares to leave on a
three-week trip that will take the
president to Texas, Mexico, New
Orleans and then on a long vacation and business visit to California, David R. Gergen, the president's assistant for communications, said: "The best news now is
unemployment. That was an excellent send-off for him."
On Friday, the government announced that unemployment dropped in July from 10 percent to 9.5
percent, the greatest monthly
decline in 24 years.

THE TRADITION CONTINUES — Despite hot, humid
weather candidates for the
November general election and
Kentuckians interested in
politics attended the 103rd annual Fancy Farm picnic. Between campaign speeches, candidates — including (top photo)
Steve Beshear, Democratic
nominee for lieutenant governor, Martha Layne Collins,
Denocratic nominee for governor, (bottom photo I Jim Bunning, Republican nominee for
governor, and his wife —
sought shade underneath a
canopy.
Staff photos
by Jennie Gordon

Central office changes
okayed by school board
Three recommendations for
central office personnel were approved during a special meeting
of the Calloway County School
Board Saturday afternoon.
Following a one-hour executive
session, Johnny Bohannon was
reclassified from supervisor of instruction to assistant superintendent. His duties are to include
buildings and grounds, transportation and personnel.
Nancy Lovett, director of pupil
personnel, was appointed supervisor of instruction. Her duties include curriculum and all federal
programs except Chapter I.
Jim Nix, social studies teacher
at the high school, was named
director of pupil personnel and
athletic director. (See related
story on Page 8.) His duties will
include vocational programs and
athletics.
W.T. Patterson, middle school
teacher, was reassigned to the

high school to take Nix's teaching
duties.
Resignation from Bracie
Knight, middle school science
teacher, also was accepted. There
also was another vacancy at the
middle school. Those slots were
filled by Martha Ryan, Jan Rose
and Sarah Hill.
Janice Hasty was name .5-time
gifted and talented teacher and .5time LBD teacher at East.
Brenda Anderson was named .5time kindergarten teacher.
ElizabethMathis was named .5time industrial education teacher
at the high school.
Tammie Crouch was named .5time teacher at North and at
Southwest.
The Saturday meeting was
rescheduled from the special
meeting Friday night.
The regular monthly meeting
has been changed to 5:30 p.m.
Thursday. The main topic of that
meeting will be budget.

Fans most popular item at hot picnic

Candidates address Fancy Farm crowd
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FANCY FARM, Ky.(AP) — The 103rd annual Fancy Farm Picnic had its traditional
equal helpings of political speechifying,
barbecue and parish picnic.
In between mouthfuls of the famous barbeque prepared by St. Jerome Catholic Church
and near constant use of the fans passed out
by the multitude of candidates, about 1,200
people sat through speeches by the candidates
for the major offices in this fall's election.
In this traditional Democratic stronghold,
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins received the
warmest response to her speech Saturday.
The first woman candidate of a major party
in Kentucky listed her qualifications and accomplishments but failed to mention the

recovering from heart surgery.
Stumbo set the tone of the day by
denigrating Republicans generally and Bunning in particular.
One Republican who was not criticizedwas
former Sen. John Sherman Cooper, who is
nearly 82 and is considered Kentucky's elder
statesman.
Cooper avoided getting into an argument
with the Democrats.
"I'm too old," Cooper said. "I've been in too
many fights."
The whole list of Kentucky's prominent
Democrats took- their turn at the podium and
threw fastballs in the direction of Bunning, a
former major leasgue pitcher.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston urged the
(Continued On Page 2)

Fair-bound actors announce
Cabaret benefit performance

Bell picketed
here, statewide
From Staff, AP Reports
A picket line went up at 8 a.m.
today at the Murray Phone Center
office of South Central Bell as
local members of the Communications Workers Union showed their
support for the nationwide strike
of about 5,000 Bell employees.
Jimmy Bell, Murray, a
spokesman for the local group
sags the strike is affecting at least
25 local employees trained in the
areas if installation, office work,
maintenance, cable, splicing and
switching equipment.
Bell and other picketers say the
line will be manned during office
hours throughout the strike.
On a state level, South Central
Bell spokesman Roy McAllister
says operations are running well
in Kentucky despite the walkout of
about 5,000 employees after their
contract expired.
McAllister said Sunday that
Bell's 1,500 management level'
personnel are handling operator
calls and other services. He said
by today though, Bell customers
could expect some delay when
making calls that require an
operator or when asking for repair
or hookup service.
He said the supervisors are being spread throughout the state to
."areas where we need support
right now."
(Continued On Page 2)

name of her Republican opponent.
The Republican, state Sen. Jim Bunning,
was much more direct in his speech.
Bunning reiterated his call for a series of
debates before the November general election
and had a stack of petitions calling for
debates delivered to the speaker's platform.
Mrs. Collins foiled Bunning's plan to deliver
those petitions to her by leaving the speaker's
platform immeduately following her speech.
Beyond the sniping of the candidates, most
of the speakers, most of whom were
Democrats, spent their time extolling the virtures of their party and their party's candidates.
Grady Stumbo, who lost the May
Democratic primary race to Mrs. Collins,
substituted for Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who is

Playhouse in the Park will be offering a benefit performance of
their Gourmet Cabaret -Young
Love 1930-1980" at the Wrather
Museum Auditorium on Murray
State's campus.
The performance is being
presented to raise the necessary
funds to send the theatre's Young
Actor's Guild to the Kentucky
State Fair as featured performers, representing the
Murray-Calloway County area.
Theatre Director Hal Park says,.
"We've pared the show down to 45
minutes of non-stop music and
choreography to accomodate the
-fair planners. We've added some

nice new numbers and tightened
the show considerably."
Park also says that he and the
board are very pleased to be able
to represent the area and its fine
young talent. "I think we're going
to suprise some folks in Louisville.
I hope all Murray can support our
benefit and see these kids off to a
good start."
The performance will be Sunday
at 8 p.m. on the Murray State
University Campus, in the
Wrather Museum Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.50 per person and
can be reserved now by calling the
theatre at 759-1752.

Personal campaign loan sources
to be watched closely in future
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The ecutive director, said last week
sources of candidates' personal that his staff auditors will be
loans to their campaigns itill be "more conscious" of the source of
closely watched in future elettions candidate loans this year.
"We'll be taking a closer look at
in the wake of the May 24 primary,
says an official for the Kentucky the loans," Craig said. "We iilay
have taken the candidates (loans)
Registry of Election Finance.
A number of statewide at face value in the past."
Democratic candidates made
State elefton law allows cansizeable loans to their campaigns didates to give or lend tnele'rittn-during, this year's primary. No paign an unlimited amount of
statewide Republican candidate money. Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
showed substantial campaign almost paid for his primary campaign in 1979 with $1,275,000 of his
loans.
(Continued On Page 2)
John Craig, the registry's ex-

LOCAL Plati
-411ERS — Members of the lead Cornmeniestone
Workers Union set up a picket line at the local South Central Bell office early today in support of a nation-wide strike by about 5,000 Bell
employees. A local spokesman says the strike is affecting about 25
local jobs.
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sunny and hot,
chance of rain
Today sunny and hot. High
from the mid to upper 90s.
Light west to southwest winds.
Tonight becoming partly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of thunderstorms. Low near 70.
Winds shifting to northwest 10
to 15 mph. Tuesday sunny and
warm. High from the mid to upper 80s. North winds 10 to 15
mph.
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College financial aid officers have trouble stretching aid
By The Associated Press
Financial aid officers at Kentucky's state-run and
private colleges say their job of stretching
available scholarship and loan money hasn't gotten
any easier, especially with rising tuition costs.
At Kentucky's state-owned colleges, tuition and
fees for undergraduates rose 15 percent in 1982-83
and again in 1983-84. At private colleges, tuition and
fees increased an average of 20.3 percent over the
two-year period.
With tuition at $5,960 a year, the Centre College
campus is Kentucky's most expensive piece of
educational turf. Resident Kentuckians can,
however, pick up a year's worth of credit at the
University of Kentucky for $934.
But the increase in government appropriations
for aid to higher education in fiscal 1983 was slight
— a $12 million increase to the college work-study
program.
While aid money hasn't risen much, costs have.
And finding enough money for students to meet
those rising costs isn't easy, financial aid officers
say.
-Any time the cost of education goes up with student aid remaining the same, there's a bigger need
gap there, so there are some students who are going
to lose aid," said Herb Vescio, director of financial
aid at Eastern Kentucky University and president

of the state's Association of Financial Aid Administrators.
"When you're confronted with relatively constant
aid resources, the amount of aid we have has to be
stretched over a greater amount of need as costs go
up," said David Stockham, Vescio's counterpart at
the University of Kentucky. "You just don't have
enough student aid dollars to aid as much need as is
there.
"We do that by shorting everyone a little bit,"
Stockham said. "We probably under-award
students by about $500."
That leaves students to fill the gap on their own,
usually with Guaranteed Student Loans that
Stockham describes as "a safety valve" for financially strapped families.
The amount of federal money available has increased only slightly — in the area of the college
work-study programs, where appropriations increased from $528 million in fiscal 1982 to $540
million in fiscal 1983.
"The federal programs are going to be no worse
off for the coming year," said Paul Borden, executive director of the Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority.
"Two years ago, everyone was pessimistic," he
said. "Now everyone is optimistic that we will get
additional funds."
The American Council on Education has

predicted that college costs will continue to outpace
inflation rates through 1984 in order to make up for
ground lost during the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Centre's problem is this: With tuition increasing
from $5,375 in 1982-83 to $5,960 for the coming
academic year, it's got more need to fill and fewer
resources with which to fill it.
"We're fortunate here .., because our trustees
have said to us,'You give those students what they
demonstrate they're eligible for," said Barry Dixon, director of financial aid at Centre.
"We're just going to continue to offer our aid
under our continuing program,and as federal funds
dwindle on us, more of Centre's gift money and endowment earnings is going to have to go into that.
We're just not going to alter the makeup of our student body."
Centre's bill for tuition and fees, while it
represents the tuition peak for Kentucky, is
moderate compared to private colleges in surrounding states. Oberlin College in Ohio is charging
$8,640 for the coming year, while Tennessee's
Vanderbilt University is charging $7,100.
At Georgetown College, tuition and fees are
$3,632. Financial aid director David Forman said
"the gap between the maximum state and federal
awards and the total need has grown substantially
in the last few years."
He said the gap between the average on-campus

annual tab and the maximum state and federal
grant was 33 percent in 1979-80. For 1983-84, the gap
will be 51 percent.
Georgetown has responded by increasing its "unfunded scholarships" — student aid money that
comes from general revenues, not backed up by endowment income, gifts or grants.
The problem there, Forman said, "is that if the
institution puts in unfunded scholarships, that
means the cost is spread to all the other students ...
and this is something we've tried to avoid."
Vescio at EKU said his desk contains folders on
300 to 400 students "that will get some kind of aid,
but not their need."
"A lot of the problem always has been the
students who need money and make up their mind
late to come to college," he said. "It was terrible
last year. I think we ran out of money on something
like the 15th of June."
Students at community colleges, which are
charging $414 this year for tuition and fees, are
generally making academic ends meet this year.
with Pell Grants, direct government grants to the
student.
But community college tuition has gone up only
$24 since last year, said J. Phillip Shreves, coordinator of financial aid for the community college
system.

Campaign loans...
Continued From Page 11
own money — which he has been
trying to recoup through fund raising.
State law limits contributions
from other individuals to $3,000
each. The law includes a "loan"
as a contribution that falls under
the $3,000 limit.
Part of the current concern
about: personal loans to cam-

paigns stems from a situation during the May primary when two
business executives lent
Democrat Grady Stumbo a total of
$300,000 in the last weeks of his unsuccessful gubernatorial primary
race.
Stumbo and his lawyers argue
that the loans represented a
private business transaction between the candidate and the

business executives, and was not a
campaign loan. They say Stumbo
then decided to lend the money to
his campaign for a last-minute
media blitz that brought him close
to the frontrunners.
The registry recently ordered a
priority audit of the Stumbo campaign finances.
By law, all statewide candidates
are audited, although it usually
takes time for the audits to be
completed.

Gerald Ray, 35, was charged
with theft by unlawful taking over
$100, criminal facilitation and
theft by failure to make required
disposition.
Ray reportedly failed to return
a rented automobile to Parker
Ford, 701 Main St. According to
the report, the check Ray used to

pay for the rental service was
returned for lack of sufficient
funds.
The car was recovered in
Mayfield.
The local police department
also reports the Saturday arrests
of Georgia Marie Ray, Paris,
Tenn., znd Renee Bennett,
Puryear, Tenn.
The two were charged with theft
by unlawful taking under $100 in
connection with a shoplifting incident at Big Johns on 12th Street.
They were lodged in Calloway
County Jail.

Representatives from Murray
Cablevision, the Murray Cable
Commission and firms involved in
Murray's new cablevision contract met last week for a preconstruction planning meeting.
Jim Garrison, chairman of the
commission, said construction is
expected to begin within the next
two weeks and that everything appears to be on schedule as stated
in the contract.
He says a formal announcement
of construction and scheduling
will be issued soon.

Strike...
(Continued From Page 1 )
The employees joined a nationwide strike by the Communications Workers of America, the International Brotherhood of 41ectrical Workers and the Telecommunications International Union
at 12:01 EDT Sunday after contract negotiations with American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., Bell's
parent company, broke down.
Wages and job security were the
critical issues in the talks in
Washington, which adjourned at

midnight when the old contract
expired.
McAllister acknowledged that
Bell workers in Kentucky have a
legitimate concern about job
security. He said the company has
laid off about 2,000 employees
over the past two to three years.
But he said the layoffs were
necessary in order to keep phone
rates down and to keep up with the
competition.
Union members set up six
picket lines in Louisville on Sun-

Fancy Farm...
(Continued From Page 1)
crowd to "make history in Kentucky and elect
Martha Layne Collins our governor." Sen.
Wendell Ford, a close ally of Mrs. Collins,
warned that Republicans across the nation
will be sending money into Kentucky in an effort to get Bunning elected.
"Let the money flow," Ford said. "We need
it. But Kentuckians will make their own
choice."
Mrs. Collins and Bunning seemed to tie in
the race to out-fit picnicers with hats, caps,
buttons, stickers and all manner of campaign
paraphernalia.
Fans were a popular item among the people
listening to the speeches and the thousands
more who eschewed politics for bingo, ring
toss and the other events at the picnic.
Those who did brave the 90-degree heat
heard Bunning unleash an attack on Mrs. Collins for ducking any debate and failure to respond to several of his suggestions for the campaign.
Bunning said he had asked Mrs. Collins to
limit spending in the fall campaign to $1.5
million, pledge to bar patronage from state
government and avoid personal attacks. _
"I think it is important for the people of
Kentucky to know how she stands on these
issues — if indeed she has a stand," Bunning.
Bunning wondered if Mrs. Collins "doesn't
want to focus on the issues."
For her part, Mrs. Collins _made only one
veiled reference to Bunning and said,"We intend to keep this campaign focused on the real
issues. I refuse to be bullied and intimidated
by tactics that try to substitute partisan
politics for quality leadership."
' Following the speeches of the two gubernatorial candidates, there was a mass exodus
by people leaving the speakers platform area,
prompting other. candidates such as Steve
Beshear, the Democratic nominee for lieutenant governor, and Eugene Stuart, his
Republican counterpart, to joke that the
serious hmech-making had ended.
But it hadn't, as candidates for attorney
general, secretary of state, treasurer,
superintendent of public instruction and commissioner of agriculture all took their turns at
the microphone. A few of the candidates for
those offices were not in attendance.

day, with picket lines planned at
60 locations in the city beginning
today, said Sue Cook, president of
CWA Local 10310, which
represents 2,500 workers.
Some striking Bell workers in
Louisville said the issue of job
security was enough to keep them
on the picket lines for awhile. No
trouble has been reported at the
picket lines, said Ms. Cook.
Union and AT&T officials said
they didn't know when contract
talks would resume. About 675,000
AT&T workers are on strike nationwide.

Rotary to host
district governor
The Murray Rotary Club will
host Rotary District Governor
Carroll Knicely Thursday at noon
when the local Rotarians hold
their weekly club luncheon at the
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Prior to Thursday's meeting,
Knicely, a Glasgow newspaper
publisher, will meet with local
Rotary president Vernon W. Gantt
and club secretary Bob Billington.
During his one-year term of office as district governor, Knicely
will make official visits to all 54
Rotary clubs comprising District
671 of Rotary Internatonal.
District 671 covers all of Western
and Central Kentucky.
Knicely, in his visit to Murray
Rotary Club, will be addressing
the 1983-84 theme of Rotary Internatonal — "Share Rotary — Serve
People."

Council to discuss
adopting tax rate

DANCE ENTERTAINMENT — Tel-Star with Tyrone Smith will perform at the dance for the 14th Gala
Douglass Homecoming on Saturday from 8 p.m. to midnight at Curris Center, Murray State University.
Tickets at $6 per person may be purchased at events on Friday evening and Saturday morning at Douglass
Community Center.

First black woman general surgeon in south
to speak at Douglass Homecoming banquet
Dorothy L. Brown of Nashville,
Tenn., will be the featured
speaker at the banquet for the 14th
Gala Douglass Homecoming on
Saturday.
This event will be from 5 to 7
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
A dance will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight on Saturday at the Curris Center, Murray State University. Music will be by Tel-Star with
Tyrone Smith.
Special recognition will be given
to the class of 1933, the first class
to graduate from Douglass High
School.
The homecoming events will
open on Friday evening with an
evening of socializing and snacks
at Douglass Community Center,
North L.P. Miller Street.
Tickets for the dinner at a cost
of $6.50 per person and for the
dance at a cost of $6 per person
will be sold on Friday evening and
again on Saturday from 10 a.m. to
noon at the Douglas Center. Coffee
and doughnuts will be served.
Dr. Brown is educational director of Riverside-Meharry Clinical
Rotation Program at Nashville.
She is a member of the H.E.W.

)r. Dorothy L. Brown
National Institutes of Health, is
chief of surgery at Riverside
Hospital, and attending surgeon at
Hubbard, Riverside and MetroGeneral Hospitals.
She was the first Black Woman
General Surgeon in the South. She
received her B.A. at Bennett Col-

lege, Greensboro, N.C., and her
M.D. from Meharry Medical College, Nashville. Her internship
was at Harlem Hospital, New
York City, 1948-1949, and her
residency in General Surgery at
George W. Hubbard Hospital,
Nashville, 1949-1954.
Dr. Brown has had three articles published and has a film entitled "Run to Live," a day in the
life of Dr. "D" Brown, with funds
going to aid 12 pedominantly
Black Methodist colleges.
"The band, Tel-Star with
Tyrone Smith, is described as one
of the best party bands in the
South. Current songs are mingled
with 60's sould music and
delivered to audiences with high
energy showmanship," a
homecoming spokesman said.
This group has performed
recently at University of
Alabama, Auburn University,
University of Georgia, University
of Kentucky, Mercer University,
University of Mississippi and
Vanderbilt University.
All graduates and former
students and friends of Douglass
School are invited and urged to attend, a spokesman said.

UK medicalstudents serving health education
system at Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Four University of Kentucky
medical students are serving their
Jackson Purchase Area Health
Education System (AHES) rotaThe Murray City Council will
tion at Murray-Calloway County
meet at 5:30 p.m. today in special
Hospital.
session to discuss adoption of the
Jay Pitman, a Murray native,
1983 property tax rate.
will be working in the office of Dr.
The meeting was postponed
Charles Clark, a physician in
from last Thursday, in which the
council lacked a quorum in order family practice. His externship,
having begun Aug. 1, will extend
to conduct business.
through Aug. 26.
City council meetings are open
The son of Dr. and Mrs. W.J.
to the public.
Pitman,Olive Street, Murray,Pitman is a graduate of Murray Hth
School and Murray State University. He plans to graduate from
the University of Kentucky
The Callow:,'. County Fiscal - Meel.AIIISchool in May 1984.
Pitmap has worked at MCCH as
Court will meet at 1 p.m. Tuesday
in the judge-executive's office in afl emeigency room orderly and
has had several rotations in Murthe Calloway County Courthouse.
Fiscal court meetings are open ray On the AHES and Medical
Education and Community Oriento the public.

Fiscal court plans
Tuesday meeting
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Police report arrest on theft charge;
two arrested in shoplifting incident Cable plans
ready
A spokesman for the Murray
Police Department says a Gilbertsville man has been arrested in
Mayfield in connection with a bad
check and failure to return a rental car to a Murray business.

Rc
sh

tation(MECO)programs.
Vicki Roberts, also a native of
Murray, will be under the supervision of Dr. Richard Crouch, a
physician in family practice,from
Aug. 1-26.
Roberts, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Roberts, Farmer
Avenue, is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School and a 1979
graduate of Murray State University. She plans to graduate from
the University of Kentucky
Medical School in May 1984. Her
future plans are to specialize in
psychiatry or family practice.
About five years ago, Roberts
worked in the laboratory and the.
fespiratory therapy department.
Her mother, Sue •Roberts, is a
respiratory therapist, and her
aunt, Louise Owens, is the assistant housekeeper at MCCH.
John White will be working

under the instruction of Dr.
Richard Blalock, an internist at
the hospital, from Aug. 2-26. He
will serve an additional four
weeks with Dr. Hal Houston, a
surgeon on the medical staff.
A native of Fort Mitchell, White
attend Beechwood High School
and has received his medical
education at the University of
Kentucky Medical School. He
plans to graduate in May 1984.
From Aug. 1-26, Paul DeLuca
will be working under the direction of Drs. Prue Kelly and
William Wilson, the radiologist at
the hospital.
DeLuca is a native of Lexington.
He obtained his premedical
education at Centre College and
will graduate in May AU, from
the University of Kentucky School
of Medicine. He is planning on
specializing in surgery.
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Oct. 25
ing
gnat
desi
nst
agai
d
vote
He
Coats, R-Ind.
with
ent
cont
Not
as National Mother-In-Law Day.
the
into
ged
s
plun
Coat
ery,
brav
eme
that act of extr
ul
essf
succ
y
ever
ind
lioness' den by saying "beh
w."
n-la
er-i
d
moth
rise
man lies a surp
against
Jesting aside, Coats said be had nothing
ied
wear
had
but
w
n-la
er-i
s
moth
his or anyone else
to designate
of Congress taking valuable time
ad of things,
special days to commemorate a myri
, Hawk WatWeek
Coin
onal
Nati
Day,
ing
Jogg
like
ching Day,etc.
explaned,
"As a freshman congressman," he
of many
ce
advi
sage
the
to
prey
"I've quickly fallen
bald eagles,'
nst
agai
is
ody
'nob
that
rans
vete
e
Hous
onal Chicken
or 'hold your nose and vote for Nati
ers in the
moth
000
150,
are
e
ther
use
beca
Day
Soup
their kids
to
soup
le
nood
ken
district who serve chic
."
sick
g%t
they
ever time
if those
Coats says the "implied threat" is that
d against
vote
man
ress
cong
their
out
d
foun
mothers
e next electhe soup day, "they would rise en mass
.
ress
Cong
of
out
lout
ive
nsit
w
inse
tion to thro
as it
rare
age,
cour
show
did
So the representative
l issues.
triva
on
even
,
days
e
thes
ress
is in Cong
are a trivial
That's not to say that mothers-in-laws
es George
Jam
Sir
As
.
rary
cont
the
to
e
matter. Quit
which
with
d
drea
and
Frazer once said, "The awe
er-inmoth
his
ates
empl
cont
ge
sava
d
the untutore
anthropology."
law are among the most familiar in
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capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There's a joke going around the
Statehouse that if Democratic gubernatorial nominee Martha Layne Collins or Republican rival Jim Bunning
l
knew of the state's bleak fisca
future, neither would have run.
According to the latest estimates
available from legislative and administration analysts, nothing is left
ook
in Kentucky's coffer. And the outl
l
fisca
next
nue
reve
for additional
1989,
July
in
ns
begi
that
one
the
,
year
also is dismal.
the
Against this background,
ly
cial
espe
n,
atio
salient issue is educ
e
wher
ry,
enta
elem
and
y
ndar
seco
too
that
ad
spre
the belief is wide
getmany pupils in Kentucky are not
ting proper schooling.
Mrs. Collins, a former
ng
schoolteacher, commented duri
can
ges
chan
e
som
that
aign
her camp
.
be handled without big expenditures

over in December.
prod be
That is true, but in the end,
If other programs coul
costly,
level, the
l
fisca
e
sam
gress in education will be
the
at
ated
oper
ing
able to
whether it comes from lengthen
administration might be
nbegi
from
or
,
year
or
dollars for
a
extr
e
som
the school day
out
eze
sque
comning to train students for the
education.
puter age.
But prisons and regional jails will
To obtain additional money, the
considerable funding. The state
need
state either must cut spending in nonapparently needs at least one new
s.
priority areas or raise more in taxe
prison and modern county jails also
exThe first option is just about
must be funded. And human services
hausted.
programs continue to plead for more
took
Jr.
wn
Bro
Y.
John
help.
Since Gov.
ing an
office in December 1979, he has been
So, one way or another, barr
of's
reducing spending and telling his
pected surge in Kentucky
unex
h
muc
of
tion
injec
an
ficials to become more efficient.
economy with
the
is
s
taxe
$1
t
more money, it looks like
Those moves have slashed abou
realistic option.
billion from what would have been
the
ped
esca
has
n
atio
Educ
t.
spen
But how realistic in a recession
e
chopping block, but, except for som
era?
reinnovations, it essentially has
The administration may propose,
y,
mone
new
of
mained static for lack
the Legislature will dispose.
but
t
roos
a
a situation that will come to
Brown gave the General Assembly
s
when Mrs. Collins or Bunning take

ANOTHER SMALL LOAN?
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IMF needs supporting

.61

transfixed by
While the eyes of Washington are
ress is ignorCong
ica,
Amer
ral
the basilisk of Cent
tary Fund
Mone
l
iona
rnat
Inte
the
of
s
plea
the
ing
apse of the
coll
ent
prev
to
ing
for emergency fund
em.
syst
ing
lend
d
worl
oved an
The Reagan administration has appr
U.S. contributhe
in
ease
incr
on
billi
$8.4
y
genc
emer
pool, along
tion to the IMF. This pledge to the IMF
bers, would
mem
IMF
r
othe
from
s
ease
incr
with
such as Mexico
help service loans to debtor nations
.
ults
defa
of
k
brin
the
on
now
il,
Braz
and
ed at apbalk
has
ves
tati
esen
The House of Repr
after Speaker
,
ntly
rece
Just
y.
mone
the
ing
riat
prop
to take the IMF
of the House Tip O'Neill threatened
get enough
dn't
coul
he
use
beca
floor
the
off
bill
IMF bill to
the
d
nde
ame
e
votes to pass it, the Hous
out of private
bailany
ent
prev
to
rols
cont
en
tight
on the amendbanks. But the House delayed voting
Congress supin
ans
blic
Repu
the
half
Only
ed bill.
e Democratic
Som
e.
issu
this
port their president on
ing out big
bail
of
IMF
the
se
accu
who
populists,
oppose the
also
s,
loan
bad
U.S. banks that made
loan.
s't come
They are wrong. If the United States doen
r IMF conothe
,
IMF
the
to
nt
itme
comm
its
up with
have enough
tributors will balk. The IMF would not
imminent.
be
d
woul
ult
Defa
s.
loan
ice
serv
to
money
would be
hurt
be
to
first
Say Brazil defaulted. The
ica.
Amer
of
k
Ban
the
as
such
s,
bank
large U.S.
U.S.
ler
smal
the
Then
They would lose billions.
ng nalopi
deve
to
s
loan
ed
icat
synd
h
whic
banks,
tions, would be struck.
y would soon
The shock to the financial communit
d make up
woul
s
Bank
hit the American people.
at home.
it
cred
ng
teni
tigh
by
ad
abro
es
their loss
.
hurt
be
d
woul
ey
Everyone who borrows mon
banks.
the
to
ted
limi
be
not
d
woul
age
dam
But the
e inwhos
ers
farm
the
All the factories, tke workers,
loping
deve
If
hit.
be
d
woul
rts
expo
on
nd
comes depe
import U.S.
countries default, they won't be able to
to a standght
brou
be
d
e
coul
trad
d
products. Worl
1932, when
in
,
ally
phic
still. This happened catastro
awley
ot-H
Smo
t
onis
ecti
prot
the
ed
Congress pass
of a
tion
erec
the
to
tariff. U.S. trade barriers led
d.
worl
the
nd
arou
iers
barr
e
trad
ory
wall of retaliat
rest
seve
the
was
It
.
Trade fell 60 percent in one year
.Depression
world-wide depression in the century.
and with it,
ism
rian
brought the spread of totalita
world war.
an economic
The United States is experiencing
recovery
that
nd
expa
to
time
the
is
recovery. Now
longer
no
is
es
Stat
to the world market. The United
Brazil
and
co
Mexi
of
s
fate
The
nd.
an economic isla
off
cut
is
IMF
the
If
are intertwined with our own.
our
when
ent
mom
ise
prec
the
at
it
from U.S. cred
nations in the
economy is taking off, the default of
. Instead of
very
reco
our
bury
will
d
developing worl
e will be
ther
d,
hope in the developing worl
chy.
anar
ical
polit
and
on
economic depressi
er facing the
Congress should wake up to the dang
to the IMF.
ge
pled
the
e
oriz
auth
United States and
developing
et,
With,funds and an improving mark
of debt.
out
es
selv
them
dig
to
natibns will be able
IMF, the
the
on
But if Congress turns its back
harmless
a
like
look
will
ican
Amer
crisis in Central
on of default,
Gorg
d
eade
e-h
thre
the
to
next
na
igua
co and South
depression and • revolution in Mexi
Amarica.
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looking back
Ten years ago
Mikel Dwaine Smith,son of Dr. and
Mrs. Charles G. Smith of Murray,
e
graduated with a perfect 4.0 grad
erUniv
e
Stat
ay
Murr
from
ding
stan
a
sity on Aug. 3. He has been granted
of
ty
ersi
Univ
the
to
hip
lars
scho
full
Kentucky Medical College.
3
Lenvel R. Yates retired Aug.
Divi
ay
Murr
from his position with
had
he
e
wher
Co.,
an
Tapp
the
sion of
been employed for 27 years.
Mrs. Fred Gardner and Mrs. Anna
ArRequarth have been named 1973
for
men
hair
Co-c
aign
thritis Camp
Calloway county.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Hamlin,
Aug. 3, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Graham, Aug. 4.
Mel Purcell of Murray, top seeded
in one division and second seeded in
another, won second round matches
e
yesterday at the Kentucky Stat
at
nt
name
Tour
is
Junior Closed Tenn
Murray State University.

letter to the editor

rest rates
te
in
ng
si
ri
s
se
es
dr
ad
on
st
le
Hudd

recovery from the recession."
,
Federal Reserve Board member
To The Editor:
You may be assured that I will do
said that a return to,strict monetary
For the last two years the United
be
d
woul
d
ahea
hs
ything in my power to keep the
mont
ever
the
in
ly
ol
conr
States economy has been firm
tentigh
ey
mon
s
Federal Reserve in line with respect
the same as the Fed'
s
mired in the worst recession this
h
whic
sion
deci
a
,
1936
to interest rates. Lower interest rate
in
sion
ing deci
country has seen in over four
omic
econ
the
esto
Depr
key
t
the
rtan
from
are an impo
aborted a recovery
d
decades. In fact, in many parts of the
recovery, and I do not intend to stan
to the 1937 recession.
led
to
and
sion
rate
accu
e
mor
be
d
woul
it
country,
and
key
the
rhold
Chai
rs
to
othe
ten
e
writ
idly by whil
This is why I have
call it a depression. Over 12 million
refuse to use it.
ker and urged him to used
Volc
t,
poin
man
one
at
work
of
out
were
people
Sincerely,
Federal
the
on
e
uenc
infl
l
"ful
been
his
have
and business bankruptcies
Huddleston
g
D.
er
risin
Walt
that
re
assu
to
d
Boar
Reserve
occurring in record-breaking
Senator
off
interest rates will not choke
numbers.
One of the major causes of the current recession was excessively high
interest rates. Although the high
rates have affected everyone, they
have imposed the greatest burden
l
department or agency, from the Ofupon the housing industry, smal
tline is a service for senior
Hear
infice of Personnel Management,
er
businesses, family farms,the auto
citizens. Its purpose is to answ
Retirement and Insurance Prons.
dustry and small thrift institutio
tions and solve problems. If you
ques
grams, Washington, D.C. 20415, or
not
Primarily, high interest rates have
have a question or a problem
ral
any of its regional or area offices.
Fede
been the direct result of a
in these columns:write to
ered
answ
,
HEARTLINE: Generally speakWest
Reserve Board decision, in late 1979
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton St.,
what is covered by Medicare
ining,
t
to stop being concerned abou
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
insurance? W.C.
ital
conhosp
tly
stric
ead
must
inst
you
terest rates and
receive a prompt reply, but
: Covered services inWER
in
ANS
trol the money supply. However,
ude a self-addressed, stamped
Incl
clude semiprivate room, all meals,
recent months the Fed has loosened
g
envelope. The most useful replies
inregular nursing services, operatin
its grip on the money supply, and
printed in this column.
be
will
ital
hosp
s,
cost
,
and recovery room
terest rates had begun to inch down
HEARTLINE: I worked in a Civil
up
pick
costs for anesthesia services, intenant
s.
inst
st
year
7
almo
over
an
e
g
littl
ucin
a
prod
Service job for
sive care and coronary care, drugs,
in the economy.
ntly, I changed to a Social
Rece
lab tests, X-rays, medical supplies
I
While this change in policy at the
Security covered job. I know that
and appliances, rehabilitation serthe
by
d
in
rate
be
Fed was partially gene
elect to have paid back to
can
vices, and preparatory services
I
fear that the economy was in serious
one lump slam all the money that
that
related to kidney transplant surgery.
fear
a
Is
danger, there was also
into Civil Service retirement.
paid
Under certain conditions Medicare
the
Conress was getting ready to take
there any advantage to leaving
helps pay for care in a skilled
on
also
reti
desc
s
away some of the Fed'
in the retirement fund? G.G.
ey
a
mon
nursing facility or at home after
with regard to interest rates. During
ANSWER: This usually depends on
.
stay
ital
luhosp
reso
,
bills
1981 and 1982, over 18
whether the person has more or less
tions and amendments, most of
5 years of service.
than
which I supported, were introduced
If less than 5 years, the only
(a)
s
in the Senate to force interest rate
ntage to leaving the money in
adva
a
lower. In essence, the handwriting
the retirement fund is that
ral
was on the wall: if the Fede
t would not have to be made
posi
rede
inupon
Reserve did not act to bring down
to receive credit for the service,
d.
woul
ress
Cong
the
terest rates,
g to Federal employment.
rnin
retu
l
civilian
Although this Congressiona
(b) If 5 or more years of
of
od
peri
brief
a
for
ed
pressure work
a deferred annuity is
ice,
serv
is
the
time, it now appears that the Fed
payable at age 62 by leaving
In
.
1979
of
cy
poli
its
to
ready to return
in the retirement fund. In
ey
mon
te
recent testimony before the Sena
dollars received, the annuity in most
l
era
Fed
,
tee
the remit
Banking Com
cases is more valuable than
ker
Volc
A.
Paul
oyee
rman
empl
Chai
the
n
rve
whe
Rese
fund. Also,
ten
ity
annu
ivor
surv
a
62,
age
said that the Fed has acted to tigh
at
es
retir
rethat
eve
beli
ted
I
elec
be
ns.
itio
may
cond
se
it
cred
to protect the spou
indeferthe
h
whic
on
on
cent upward shifts in mortgage
rati
sepa
(if the
are
etc
terest rates and soft term rates
red annuity is based occurred
cy.
poli
tary
edt
mone
t
irem
"Ret
hlet
pamp
caused by this tigh
The
.
1946)
this
with
s
inue
the
cont
e
Leav
Fed
You
If the
Benefits When
ndard (Sta
y,"
Earl
r
policy, it will be a serious mistake,
men
ern
Gov
employee •
which will be paid for with continued
Form 21)2-A) will assist an
ness
busi
and
ment
ce. This
choi
rmed
info
an
high unewploy
ng
maki
In
have
rs
othe
y
the
Man
from
.
ined
cies
obta
rupt
bank
pamphlet may be
this
ng
layi
outp
the
of
e
similar concerns. In January of
offic
l
personne
er
a
form
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mme
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break, inadvertently or otherwise,
when he took the heat himself by
slashing spending without its consultation, but that day is done.
The next governor faces the prospect of trying to convince an always
relucant Legislature that Kentuckians must be taxed more at a
time when joblessness is high and the
state has failed to join the national
recovery.
The voices heard so far that call for
more taxation do not carry that much
weight with the public.
Edward Prichard, an adviser to
many governors, never has been
afraid to say that it takes money to
assure Kentucky's future and that
the future is in the betterment of
education. The movers and shakers
nod in agreement when Prichard
speaks, but what about the general
public?
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, a
chairman of the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, is practically
the only well-known legislator who
has said openly that the state must
bite the bullet. However, his colleagues often have not been listening.
Whatever influence Prichard or
Clarke wields might be helped
somewhat by former Gov. Julian
Carroll, who notes that the state is
losing $80 million yearly because of
repeal of the utilities tax during a
special session in 1979.
That $80 million, or something approaching it, seemingly would be
enough to move ahead in education.
On a practical basis, if the next
governor would propose it and the
new Legislature would be receptive,
a reinstatement of the 5 percent
utilities tax might be the most
palatable financial medicine.
When it was taken off after the 1979
session, not many customers could
detect much change in their bills,
which were high anyway. Therefore,
if the tax never was that visible,
perhaps imposing it again is
politically the most expedient
method.
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Twenty years ago
William B. Miller, Edward Brunner, Marvin Wrather, Dr. Harry
Sparks, Vernon Shown, Prentice
Lassiter and Dennis Taylor are attending the Conference on Ways and
Means of Improving Their Contribution to Better Schools at Morehead.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper will
be the speaker at the revival services
to start Aug. 12 at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Mac Jones and
children of Monroe, La., will arrive
Aug. 10 to spend a week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Gibson, Miss
Jessie Sherman and Mrs. A.F. Doran
have returned home after a vacation
in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park in Tennessee and North
Carolina. •
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Marlon Brando in "The Ugly
American."
Thirty years ago
The Scout Swimming Classes close
ed July 31 at pool at Murray Stat
is,
College, according to Major Land
ded
cub master. Badges were awar
those completing the classes.
its
The Stewart Cemetery will have
acannual homecoming on Aug. 9,
osed
cording to the committee comp
e Anof Mac Thomas Tarry, Merl
y.
drus, W.C. Robinson and Gus Hale
Prof. and Mrs. L.R. Putnam will
leave Aug. 10 for an extended vaca
s.
state
ern
east
the
ut
ugho
thro
tion
Mrs. John Ryan is visiting her son
Ryan
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Jean
n.
ngto
Lexi
of
s
and twin daughter
is
Showing at the Varsity Theatre
rt
Robe
ring
star
n"
"Blood on the Moo
Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes and
Robert Preston.
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Oakley reception planned Sunday Beamons to be feted on anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Oakley will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Aug. 14.
An open house will be
from 4 to 6 p.m. at their
home on Rt. 3, Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
The family requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married on Aug. 19, 1933, by a
Justice of the Peace in
Vienna, Ill. Garland
Franklin and Christine
Turner were their attendants.
Mrs. Oakley is the
former Lila Futrell.
The Oakleys were
former residents of
Golden Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakley
have three children who
are Mrs. Robert ( Ora
Mae ) Hunter and Mrs.
Jimmie Vickey ) Lane of
Cadiz, and Martin G.
Oakley of Sun City, Fla.
They have seven grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.

Yot

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Beaman of Rt. 1, Kirksey
will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Aug. 14.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center,
Murray, with their
children as hosts.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Beaman
were married Aug. 12,
1933, by Luther H. Pogue
at his home at Penny.
Their attendants were
Durwood Potts of Rt. 1,
Kirksey, and the late
Mrs. Katf6 James Potts.
Mrs. Beaman, the
former Lucille Beane, is
the daughter of the late
Jake Beane and Susie
Bailey Beane of Coldwater.
Mr. Beaman is the son
of the late Charlie
Beaman and Chlole
Kirkland Beaman of Rt.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Beaman
1, Kirksey.
The Beamans have six
children who are Mrs. Beaman, all of Paducah. Beaman of Phoenix,
They have 12 grandSue Nance, Mrs. Kathy Miss Gena Beaman of Ariz., and SFC Robert children and four greatThorn and Donnie Memphis, Term., Edward Beaman of Germany.
grandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Oakley
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Miller talks about Calloway County at meeting Reunion organizer says attitude
The Calloway County
Retired Teachers
Association met in

DAILY
BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri & Cin'e
All Seats'2.00
See Ads For Times

reirtr Strrntrer

evy

C",ase lases Ns Ian a' a little trip
iAMPAms,

regular session on Monday, Aug. 1, at 1:30 p.m.
at the Ellis Community
Center.
Mrs. Clinton Rowlett,
president, presided.
Vernon Anderson gave
the devotion.
Rubie Smith introduced
Attorney Robert 0. Miller
as guest speaker. His subject was "Around the
Court Square — Past and
Present." He spoke to the
teachers in an informal
manner with many of his
unique jokes suitable for
the occasion.
He mentioned many
changes that had taken
place in Calloway County
since 1954 when he
became an official in the
court house. He served as

County Judge for several
terms and as such
became a participant in
many of the projects and
enterprises affecting
Calloway County
Miller said that one of
the first projects in which
he became involved was
the widening of the
streets around the court
square. This called for
the removal of several
large oak trees in the
court house yard.
Two of the undertakings were not successful
in spite of the cooperation
of many outstanding and
influential citizens. One
was the attempt to get Interstate Highway 24 to
pass thrtiugh the cOttrity
near Murray. The other
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courthouse to serve sufficiently for several years,
the speaker said.
Miller cited the number
one problem facing
Calloway County at present is an adeqiate jail.
After the speech an informal questions and
answer session was held.
Two subjects discussed
were the lack of sufficient
parking space near the
University and the urgent
need for more support for
the county fire-rescue
squad.
Mrs. Rowlett conducted the business
meeting. Announcement
was made that the
regular meeting on Oct. 3
would be a luncheon at
12:30 p.m. in the North
Calloway Elementary
School.

of LBL residents now is changed
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
(AP) — Complaining used to be the main activity
when former residents of
what is now the Land Between the Lakes recreation area got together.
That isn't the case
_anymore, says Dolly
Gillihan, formerly one of
the complainers.
"Attitudes have changed," said Mrs. Gillihan.
"There's no grumbling
anymore. People who are
still holding ill will just
don't show up."
That wasn't always the
case.
The last residents of
that spit of land now
bounded by Lake Barkley
and Kentucky Lake moved out in 1969. Most of

Menus for Nutrition Program for Elderly
and Meals on Wheels released for this week
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Aug. 8 to 12
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:

Monday — macaroni,
ham and cheese
casserole, lima beans,
tomato wedges, hot roll,
butter, chocolate
brownie, apple, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday — roast beef,
green beans,sweet potato
pattie, whole wheat roll,
butter, chocolate chip
cookie, orange, milk, coffee or tea.
Viredfiefday — ham and
white bean casserole,
cabbage, white beans,

onion slices, cornbread,
butter, peach cobbler,
peaches, milk, grapefruit
juice, coffee or tea.
Thursday — sausage
casserole, mixed greens,
tomato wedges, biscuit in
the casserole, butter,
cantaloupe cubes, milk,
coffee or tea.
Friday — meat loaf,
buttered broccoli, lima
beans, hot roll, butter,
honey dew, milk, coffee
or tea.

them didn't want to go
but the government,
through the Tennessee
Valley Authority, made
them.
With the two lakes filled up, TVA wanted to
turn the area into a
nature preserve. To do
so, the people had to go.
In their place, there are
deer, rare bald eagles, a
few otters and thousands
of small animals and
birds.
What was once the
small community of
Golden Pond is now just a
few modern buildings
housing the LBL staff.
Mrs. Gillihan grew up
in the area, which extends from Grand Rivers
in the north to well into
Tennessee in the south.
Bounded by the Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers, the area was
isolated.
"We were handicapped
living between the
rivers," said Mrs.
Gillihan, who came up
with the idea of an annual
reunion for former
residents. "There was no
work there. There was
some farming and fishing
and musseling, but there
wasn't much to do for
work.
"So many of the people
who left have done so
much better," she said.
"A few of them say they

would go back but only if
it could be like it was
when they left. And that
can never be."
In 1972, Mrs. Gillihan
thought about a family
reunion for her kin who
lived between the rivers.
Eventually it was decided
to invite everyone who
had lived in the area.
Nearly 1,000 people showed up that year. A similar
number have returned
each year on the second
Sunday in August.
"We just got homesick
to see each other," said
Mrs. Gillihan.
While early reunions
were often spent grousing
about poor treatment
from the government or
complaining about missing the old homestead,
more recent gatherings
have been quiet affairs.
"We just visit," said
Mrs. Gillihan. "We just
talk. We refuse to have
any form or program.
That would interfere with
our visits."
The 1983 reunion will be
held Aug. 14 at the old
Fenton airstrip just off
U.S. 68. Plenty of parking
will be available and the
picnic will take place
under the trees.
The TVA provides
tents, portable toilets and
cleans the area after the
affair.
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was the failure to keep
the Tappan Stove plant in
the county.
Attorney Miller told the
audience that when they
visited many other counties of the state they could
really realize how pround
they should be of
Calloway County.
He said some of the
plusses for Calloway
County are Murray State
University, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital, Calloway
Public Library, Animal
Shelter, the Community
Park, Fisher-Price Toy
Co., and courthouse.
Although an elevator is
needed, the innovation
and construction work,
the added office space of
the old postoffice building
have enabled the present
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The work of artist
Frank Gee is held over
another week at the gallery.
Come by and see his work.

Blackford House
Gallery 418 Main St.
7534301

BACK-TOMolly McFerron IT'S
STRIDE RITE
went for the jug.
TIME.
Molly had a birthday, so she had to put a
penny for each year of her age into a big jug
at the Youth Club meeting. And what
happens to all the pennies? They're used to
buy food and clothing for less fortunate
members of our community.
This is just one of a lot of rewarding
things that happen every Wednesday
evening at the First Christian Church's
Youth Club. Adults and young people share
a fabulous dinner, pay for their
anniversaries and birthdays like Molly did,
play games, and then select an activity to
get involved in. Things like arts & crafts,
Bible study, choirs for all ages, bridge
lessons, and all sorts of interesting things.
And the best part is that they're sharing
time and experience with each other. Try it.
You'll like it.,
Every Wednesday evening from 5:30 to
7:30 starting August 31.

The First ChristialiChurch
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C.-Roos, Minister
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Stride Rite® shoes go right to the head of the
class. Our top-quality leathers, tough soles and broad
selection of styles score high marks in any school.
Buy Stride Rite shoes today! Don't be late for class!

8trideRitt
AMERICA'S FIRST PAIR OF SHOES"
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Community calendar
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Ladies day events planned at club

Monday, Aug.8
All freshmen interested
A luncheon will be servLadies day activities
Cathryn Garrott, in playing football at
will be Wednesday, Aug. ed at noon with Ann Udd- Margaret Shuffett, Diane Murray High School are
10, at the Murray Country berg and Jan Wilson as Villanova and Pam Mavi- asked to meet at 4 p.m. at
chairmen. Reservations ty.
Club.
high school field house.
should be made today.
Vee Severns, Freda
Other hostesses include Steely, Betty Scott and
Calloway County High
Mary Frances Bell, Neva Euldene Robinson.
School Chapter of Future
Your Individual Grey Allbritten, Ruth
Farmers of America will
Tee No. Six
Wilson, Rebecca West, Lavern Ryan, Norma meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Horoscope
Freda Steely, Juliet Frank, Louise Lamb and Agriculture Department
Wallis, Marjorie Dunn, Jane Fitch.
of school.
Rebecca Dublin, Nancy
Anna Mary Adams,
Walston, Gela Ellis, Nancy Fandrich, Billie Parents Anonymous
Mary A. Holcomb, Mary Cohoon and Exie Hill.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
D. Hall and Ann Taylor.
Tee No. Seven
information call 759-1087
Bridge will be played at
Mary Bell Overbey, or 753-6089, anytime, 7539:30 a.m. with Marjorie Beth Belote, Mary 126, evenings, or 762-2963,
Major as hostess.
Bazzell and Elizabeth days.
Frances Drake
Golf
Slusmeyer.
FOR TUESDAY,
Golf will be played at
Wilda Purdom, Sherrie
Hattie Lee Galloway
AUGUST 9, 1983
9:30 a.m. starting with a Gibbs, Virginia Sweat- WMU Group of Westside
What kind of day will tomor- shotgun tee-off. Frances
man and Frances Richey. Baptist Church will meet
row be? To find out what the Hulse
will be hostess.
at 7 p.m. at church.
Winners
stars say, read the forecast
Anyone not listed in the Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
given for your birth sign.
Calloway County Little
lineup may come and be hostess for golf play on
football tryouts
League
paired
at
the
tee.
Aug. 3, has released the
ARIES
will be at 7 p.m. at field.
The lineup is as following winners:
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Faira Alexander,
You'll make decisions about follows:
Tuesday, Aug.
overall putts;
a child's welfare. Romance is Tee No. One
First Presbyterian
happily highlighted, though Mary Bogard, Jerlene Toni Hopson, first Church Women will work'
you're inclined to abuse diet. Sullivan, Betty Jo Pur- flight;
on bazaar crafts at 9 a.m.
dom and Frances Hulse.
TAURUS
Sue Costello, second at church.
Betty Lowry, Venela flight;
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Home-based activities are Sexton, Evelyn Jones and Lavern Ryan, third
Baptist Young Women
favored. late-night revelers Inus Orr.
of Sinking Spring Baptist
flight;
meet with extra expenditures. Judy Latimer, Toni Mary Bazzell, fourth Church will meet at 7:30
Freelancers get new Hopson, Faira Alexander flight.
p.m.
assignments.
and Sue Costello.
Many of the members
GEMINI
Rowena Cullom, Mar- were playing last week in
Community Improve21 to June 20)
tha Sue Ryan, Chris the Betty Shepard ment Volunteers will
Serious intellectual work is Graham and Barbara
Memorial Golf Tourna- meet at 4:30 p.m. at Comfavored. Creative types com- Stacy.
ment at the Oaks Country merce Centre.
plete projects. A loved one
Tee No. Four
Club.
may be careless about fulfillWranglers Riding Club
ing a promise.
will meet at 6 p.m. to
CANCER
clean tile grounds in
(June 21 to July 22
preparation of horse
Though you're. productive
show on Aug. 13.
early in the day, your efforts
Baptist Young Women of
slacken later. Financial prospects improve. Shopping is Rush Week at Murray State, Rush Week will Westside Baptist Church
favored.
State University for culminate on Sunday, will meet at the home of
LEO
young women who will be Aug. 21, when rushees Wanda Walker.
:g enrolled in the fall receive bids to affiliate as
( July 23 to Aug. 22 44
Let others see your serious semester and who would pledges with one of seven
Baptist 'Young Women
side. A relative asks for ad- like to be considered for sororities.
of Westside Baptist
vice. Evening entertaining sorority membership is Formal Rush Week acmay be more costly than an- scheduled
Aug. 16-21 on tivities are designed to
ticipated.
acquaint rushees with
the campus.
VIRGO
np
Greek and sorority life on
Most
of
the
rushees
are
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A one-day journalism
Extra cash comes from incoming freshmen. the campus. Rushees
broadcasting
and
visit
with
and
are
Some
enterare
transfer
handling a difficult or onerous
assignment. Unexpected com- students and others are tained by members of workshop in Paris, Tenn.,
on Saturday, Sept. 17, for
pany may drop by. A family undergraduates return- each sorority.
member is given to ex- ing to school for another Debbie Lewellyn, high school students and
Russiaville, Ind., senior, their advisers will offer a
year.
travagance.
Organized by the is the acting rush chair- variety of work sessions
LIBRA
and discussion groups.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Panhellenic Council, the man.
Friends are uplifting and governing board of the The seven sororities inScheduled to begin at
supportive.
Watch active national social volved in Rush Week are 8:30 a.m. at Henry Councarelessness in thinking after sororities at Murray Alpha Delta Pi, Alptia ty High School, the pronoon. Face facts squarely.
Gamma Delta, Alpha gram is sponsored by
Don't rationalize.
Omicron Pi, Alpha Phi, Murray State University,
SCORPIO
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Kap- the Paris Post(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ntf
pa
Delta and Sigma Intelligencer and Henry
Seek advice about a career Census at MurrayCounty High School.
Sigma Sigma.
matter, but also do further in- Calloway
County
The annual workshop
Open
rush
at
the
beginvestigation yourself. Friends Hospital for
Wednesday, ning of the fall semester affords high school
tempt you to extravagance
Aug.3, was 126 adults and on the campus is also a students an opportunity
now.
five in nursery.
possibility for coeds who to explore their areas of
SAGM'ARRJS
Newborn admissions would like to be con- interest with both profes( Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
sidered for sorority sionals and educators.
Welcome news comes from were as follows:
Students from across
someone from your past. Baby Girl Mason, membership.
Anyone interested in West Tennessee and West
Travel and legal affairs are parents, Metzi and
favored. Avoid risky career Barry, Rt. 5, Mayfield;
participating in Rush Kentucky have parBaby Girl Miller, Week may call Connie ticipated in past years.
moves.
1,
4sa mother, Melissa,•Rt. 5;
Dr. Robert H.
CAPRICORN
Boltz, Panhellenic adBaby Boy Barrow, viser at Murray State, at McGaughey III, chair(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 14)
Solid business gains can be parents, Mary and David, 762-6854 before Aug. 16.
man of the Department of
made now. A trip, though, 512 South Eighth St.
may be an unnecessary ex- Dismissals were as
travagance. Pay more atten- follows:
lion in talks with others.
Mrs. Bonnie E. ColAQUARIUS
eman, Rt. 1, Cadiz;
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Robert D. Perrin, 1000
2t4 cups boiling water
Loved ones make plans Perrin Dr.; Joshua A.
3 tablespoons corntogether regarding the future. Garland, Rt. 7; Dwight D.
starch
A friend paints a rosy picture Howell, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
2 tablespoons soy sauce
about a financial matter. Be Barbara W.
Latimer, Rt.
1 teaspoon sugar
wary.
7; Richard Adams, Rt. 1,
1,4 cup cold water
PISCES
Farmington;
2 tablespoons salad oil
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
t/2 pound boneless lean
By CECILY
You'll make notable strides Pat 0. Coleman, 815
pork,finely ground
BROWNSTONE
careerwise, but in the midst of North 19th St.; Mrs. Lynn
va cup finely chopped
AP Fond Editor
success, you still have to be on Elaine Robertson, Rt. 3;
carrot
CHINESE SUPPER
guard against unrealistic pro- Robert McKinney, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Lovie L. Black Bean Shrimp,
141 cup finely chopped
positions.
YOU BORN TODAY are at- Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter; Rice, Chinese celery
1+4 cup thinly sliced
tracted to large enterprises. Johny D. Parker, Rt. 5; Vegetables, Melon and
You have administrative Marshless M. Hampton, Fortune Cookies
scallion (4 small)
talents and would make a good Fern Terrace Lodge;
2 large cloves garlic,
Black Bean Shrimp
public servant. You're highly Mrs. Kathrine D. Hutson, Requested by a reader. minced
ambitious, but do not make 921 Caledonia, Paris, 1 pound medium
2 tablespoons ( or to
the mistake of compromising Tenn.;
taste) fermented black
shrimp(26 to 30)
your individuality on the way Mrs. Norene C.
2 chicken boillon cubes beans, rinsed
to the top. The chance for Sawyers, Rt. 2, Puryear,
material success needn't keep Tenn.; Mrs. Annie L.
you from doing your own Bailey, 1304
Farris; Burthing. You have the ability to
ton
Eldridge
Gee, Rt. 4;
make a commercial success
out of your artistic talents. Mrs. Launa M. Tinsley,
Law, literature, art and Rt. 6; Claud Thorn, Rt. 1,
education may especially ap- Almo; James D. Burkeen
(expired) Rt. 1, Dexter.
peal to you.
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Tuesday, Aug.9
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Wanda
Walker.

DATEBOOK

Tuesday, Aug. 9

Event planned at Hazel

Bazaar workshop will
be at 9:30 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.

Free blood pressure tests will be given for senior
citizens at Hazel Community Center on Wednesday,
Aug. 10, from 10 a.m. 2 p.m. Lunch will be served at
noon.

Murray Lions Club are
Wednesday, Aug. 10
scheduled to meet at 6:30
Goshen United
p.m. at Murray Woman's
Methodist Church
Club House.
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
Free blood pressure
western portion of
checks will be given for
Livestock and Exposition
senior citizens from 10
Center.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Center.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
Senior citizens acwill meet at 7 p.m. at
tivities
will be from 10
Health Center.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Douglas
Center.
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Murray Bass Club is
Eastern Star will meet at
scheduled to meet at 7:30
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
The Murray High
School Tiger yearbook
will be distributed to
graduates of MI-LS from 9
a.m. to noon in foyer of
school.
Pre-registration for 4-H
Day Camp on Aug. 10
should be made before
noon by completing form
or calling 753-1452 or 7531456.
Parents of Calloway
students attending
kindergarten at Murray
State University location
will have parent orientation at 7 p.m.

Tennis ploy Tuesday

Derek Scott Haneline born

Ashley Carol Green born

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Dale Green of Rt. 2,
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will Buchanan, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter.
include golf with Sue Ashley Carol, weighing eight pounds seven ounces,
Wells as hostess and born Wednesday, Aug. 3, at Henry County General
bridge with Mary Ann Hospital, Paris, Tenn. The mother is the former
Steele as hostess at 9:30 Brenda Carol Parrish.
a.m.

Workshop scheduled

Hospital lists
dismissals

e

Address incorrect
Mrs. Mary V. Majors' address was incorrectly
listed in the list of dismissals submitted for Saturday, July 30, at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Mrs. Majors said she resides on Rt. 1,
Murray.

Ladies day events at
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
Murray Country Club will
play Tuesday, Aug. 9, at 9 a.m. at the club.
will
include golf and bridge at
9:30 a.m. and luncheon at Cathy Mattis and Kathy Kopperud will be
substitutes.
noon.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Cindy
Diane Charette, Renee Wynn and Vicky
Dunn,
Murray High School
will have hassle-free Holton; Court Two - Martha Andrus, Brenda
registration for seniors Callahan, Mary Jane Key and Dianne Buckingham.
from 9 a.m. to noon and
juniors from 1 to 4 p.m.
Insurance also may be
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Haneline of LaCenter are
purchased.
the parents of a son, Derek Scott, born Sunday, July
31, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. GrandFour-H Day Camp will
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Robinson of
be from 9:30 a.m. to 3
Reidland and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haneline of Rt. 1,
p.m. at pavillion by old
Farmington.
court house in MurrayCalloway County Park.

Officers of Murray
Murray -Calloway
Moose Lodge are schedulCounty
Senior Citizens
ed to meet at 7 p.m.
will make a one-day trip
to Paducah. For inforthation call 753-0929 or 7534646.

Journalism and RadioTelevision at Murray
State, said sessions are
planned for newspaper
editors, news writers,
feature writers, sports
writers, editorial and colu m n writers,
photographers, advertising personnel, yearbook
staffs, student broadcasters and advisers.
Cost for the workshop is
$5 per student.
McGaughey added that
advisers may receive
credit for one day of inservice training by attending the workshop.
Anyone wishing to obtain more information
about the workshop may
call Kyle Wall, publications adviser at Henry
County High School, at
(901) 642-5232 or Dr.
Robert H. McGaughey at
Murray State at (502) 7626874.

Tennis ploy Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, Aug. 10. at 9 a.m. at the club.
This will be tournament play.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Cindi
Cohoon and Ann Uddberg vs. Alice Rouse and Gayle
Foster; Court Two - Renee Wynn and Deana
Parker vs. Kay Ray and Kathy Kopperud; Court
Three - Laura Miller and Debbie Diers vs. Carol
Waller and Annette Alexander; Cathy Mattis and
Leisa Faughn, bye.

COUNTRY RECORDS
GUITARS- AMPS-STRINGS- ETC.
"FOR ALL YOUR

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Flying Time at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.

MUSICAL ACCESSORIES"

KEN et NOBLE'S MUSIC BARN

Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Ruth Wilson at 6
p.m. at church; Wesleyan
at 7:30 p.m. at home of
Charlotte Barker.

108 East South St
Moyfield, Kentucky 42066
PHONE 247-7657

Moore

Recipe for Black Bean Shrimp
listed to use in Chinese Supper

ceckk.
ilecip

Cook shrimp; shell and
devein. Dissolve bouillon
cubes in boiling water.
Stir together cornstarch,
soy sauce, sugar and cold
water until smooth. In a
10-inch skillet, in the hot
oil, stirring with a fork to
crumble, cook pork until
it loses its red color; stir
in carrot, celery, scallion,
garlic and bouillon. Simmer, tightly covered, for
10 minutes. Stir in cornstarch mixture and black
beans; cook, stirring constantly, until clear and
thickened -sauce will be
thin. Stir in shrimp and
heat. Makes 4 servings.

Wallcovering 20% Off
Carpeting 20% Off
Selected Styles

Interior Flat Wall
and Ceiling
$6.99 Gal.- 5 Gal. Buckets
$8.99 Gal. Latex Enamel

'Where rfi'
Diamo

aum
a piness Place
1104 Story
753-4567
- We're happy to
announce that
Linda Bailey
A pperson, brideelect of Richard
Francey, has
selected her
decorating
accessories from
our gallery ofgifts.
Lied& and
Richard will be
married geptember
10.
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MOORGLO.
LATEX HOUSE &
TRIM PAINT

MOORGARD •
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

MOORE'S'
OIL BASE
HOUSE PAINT

Long Lasting Colors
In A Soft Gloss Finish.

Low Lustre Finish,
Lasting Durability.

High Gloss.
Protective Finish
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Solo Prim
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Diamonds
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FURCHES JEWELERS
753-2835

113 S. 4th

$1599

soh price

0, Sok Price $ 1 699
$1 499

Carrico Paint &
Floor Covering
1210W. Main Murray, Ky. 42071
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Butcher commits to pay 'everybody I owe'
and to correct harm from mistakes made

DEAR ABBY: As a 23-year-old single woman I say
bravo! Why shouldn't the woman take the initiative instead of waiting for a man to call her? The same goes for
dancing. I love to dance, and when I'm at a club and the
music is great, if nobody asks me to dance, I'll ask a man.
It takes nerve for a woman to ask a man to dance, but I
can take rejection if I'm turned down. It's only fair. Men
have had to risk rejection for years.
UP FRONT IN GEORGETOWN

VTJ

‘
4

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Tennessee governor, people on the West Coast,
(AP) — Jake Butcher, headed three banks in Texas and several groups

whose two-state banking
empire has crumbled,
says he is committed to
correcting any harm that
came from mistakes he
might have made.
"If I've done anything
wrong, I didn't intend
to," Butcher said in an interview Saturday with
the Knoxville NewsSentinel. "And whatever
I've done wrong,I warit to
make it right if it takes
me the rest of my life. My
commitment is to pay
everybody I owe."
In the interview,
published Sunday in a
copyright story, Butcher
said his misfortune has
brought his family closer.
"I would say that our
whole family has discussed our problems together
and we have all agreed
that we are going to dig
out of this together," Butcher said.
While Butcher still
lives in the family's mansion near Clinton, his
wife, Sonya, and their
four children have moved
to an Orlando, Fla., home
purchased recently for
$675,000 cash. Mrs. Butcher is working part time
for a friend in Orlando, he
said.
A year ago, Butcher, a
two-time candidate for

•••

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: In all my years of dating, I've seen very
few relationships that weren't loused up in the end when
the woman took the initiative and pursued the man.
Somehow the male ego automatically goes into overdrive
and then burns out as soon as the woman becomes aggressive. I'm sure it goes back to prehistoric days, when it
was instinctive for the male to hunt, pursue and then conquer the female.
Your mother was right, and so was mine. A lady never
calls a gentleman.
LEAVE THE CALLING TO ME

Readers Say Hear, Hear!
To Women Who Phone Men
DEAR READERS: A woman wrote: "After 20
years of dating, I have come to the conclusion that
my mother was wrong when she said,'A lady never
calls a gentleman — she waits for him to call her.
"I recently met a very attractive man and we
seemed to hit it off very well, but instead of his taking my number and saying the usual, 'I'll call you,'
he gave me his number ana iiked me to call him.
"Perfect! I had the option of either calling him or
not. It was all up to me. I'd like to hear the opinion
of men on this."
DON'T CALL ME. I'LL CALL YOU

•••

DEAR ABBY: Life has become much simpler since I
quit asking ladies for their phone numbers. I just hand
them my card with a simple, "Call me."
If they do, they're interested. If they don't, it's no big
deal. From the lady's standpoint, she avoids the creeps,
reserving the right to make or not make contact.
LADY'S CHOICE IN COLUMBUS

My mail has been running 300-to-1 in favor of
women calling men. Some of the choice responses:

* ••

DEAR ABBY: The notion that it is not proper for a lady
to call a gentleman should have gone out with the invention of the telephone. I am flattered by any serious call
from a woman who is interested in me.
S.B. IN BEL AIR, CAL.

DEAR ABBY: I hope your idea catches on. I'm a 26year-old male, and I am tired of my palms dripping sweat
and my tongue tying itself up in knots every time I call a
woman.
I'd be ecstatic if a woman called me and said, "Let's go
out sometime."
CALL ME IN OREGON

•••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 26-year-old male who has never
been out on a date. Why? To say that I suffer from a crippling case of shyness is putting it mildly. I'd give anything if a woman called me. Then I'd be sure she wanted
to go out with me. The feminist movement has helped
some, but it isn't moving fast enough for me.
FRUSTRATED IN PHOENIX

P.S. If it's a toll call, call me "collect."
•• *
Problems? Everybody has them. What are yours?
Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038. For a personal reply, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Tennessee and two in
Kentucky and was chairman of Knoxville's 1982
World's Fair.
Government regulators
declared Butcher's
United American Bank of
Knoxville insolvent on
Feb. 14 because of "large
and unusual" loan losses.
His United American
Bank of Chattanooga was
closed May 27 for the
same reason.
Butcher, 47, has lost his
financial interest in the
other three banks, and his
United American Financial Corp. is undergoing
bankruptcy reorganization.
Butcher's personal fortune was estimated at $40
million a year ago. Today
he is the subject of a
federal grand jury investigation and is
fighting efforts to force
him in to bankruptcy
because of $15 million in
debts.
His brother, C.H. Butcher Jr., was recently
declared bankrupt. Five
Tennessee banks once
associated with him have
been declared insolvent
during the past three
months.
Jake Butcher said
friends have offered to
lend him money to start a
new business but he said
he hasn't yet accepted
any of the offers. He said
he wants to "start a new
career."
"I've interviewed with

r•▪ ••

D&T
Warehouse Foods
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It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts
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Four people have died
in traffic accidents on
Kentucky roads this
weekend,including two in
motorcycle accidents,
state police said.
Jeff Hatfield, 54 of
Phelps, was killed at 3:45
p.m.Sunday when the car
he was driving ran off Ky.
194 in Phelps and struck
two trees, said state
police.
Charles E. Miller, 27 of
Maysville, was killed
Sunday when his motorcycle collided with a car
at Old Sardis Pike and
U.S. 68, said the Mason
County sherifrs office.
The driver of the car was
not injured.
_State police say
Douglas E. Stallswortb:
20 of Mount Vernon, was
killed Saturday when he
lost control of his motorcycle on old U.S. 25 in
Rockcastle County, about
four miles south of Mount
Vernon. Police said

William E. Ervin, 29 of
Willisburg, was killed
Friday when the car he
was riding in ran off U.S.

a

Field Pro Leaguer

Four killed
in accidents

Sta 1 Isw o rt h's motorcycle
flipped over and knocked
him into another vehicle.

we

623 South 4th

in the Southeast," he
said. "Hopefully,this fall
or sometime in the near
future, I will be able to
line up something to support my family."
Butcher, who once
travelled frequently by
jet and helicopter, said he
has had to change his
lifestyle.
"It's been a long time
since I've been on a conservative budget," he
said. "Now you look for a
good price in a motel or
restaurant. We've found
out we can enjoy life as
well or better.
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•

62 about three-tenths of a
mile west of Chaplin in
Nelson County and hit a
tree, police said. The

driver of the car, Jackie
E. Byrd, also of
Willisburg, suffered only
minor injuries.
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Showboat Pork 'N Bean 15 oz. 3 For 99'

Bush Great Northern Bean 16 oz. 3 for gip
CP

Hi-Dri

Towels

a.

Jumbo Roll

2 For89

Joy Dishwashing

99

Liquid

GET THIS DRAMATIC 8X10
DOUBLE TAKE"PORTRAIT
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Totino
Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pizza
a.

Lynn Grove Medium

Pie Filling

96

Eggs

98

58

21 oz.

Assorted Variety
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WITH OUR NEW $12.95
20PORTRAIT COLLECTION
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Paramount Dill Hamburger Slices 32 oz. 69'

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19
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Dixie Treat

Arrow Paper

Dog Food

Plates

.01

10.

/01
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20 Lb. Bag

299

69

Reiifoot

New Larger Size
Folger's Instant

Cheese

994
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8 Pk.
160i.
Plus
Deposit

89

16 oz. Box

Stokley Applesauce 161/2 oz. Can 3 for $1.00
Fisher 16 Slice

Bologna

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
Mountain Dew
or Pepsi Free

Idaho Spuds

100 Ct. Pkg.

Trail Blazer Dog Food 25 Lb. $3.59

1 Lb.

French
(Instant Mashed Potatoes)

Coffee
12 oz.
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You'd ordinarily pay $6 for an 8x10 "Double Take- portrait Now get
one at no extra cost with our $12.95 Portrait Collection
954 deposit•$1 sitting fee each additional subtect • You select
backgrounds, we select 3 traditional poses plus "Double Take''
•Satisfaction guaranteed or money cheerfully refunded
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5 DAYS ONLY

These Days OnlyAug. 9, Tues.
Aug. 10, Wed.
Aug. 11 Thurs.,
Aug. 12, Fri.
Aug. 13, Sat. .
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 US. Hwy. 641.N. Murray
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Western Europe to slow agricultural output

re

WASHINGTON(AP)Western Europe will continue to expand its
agricultural output
through the remainder of
the 1980s but probably at
a slower rate than in the
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WINS FIRST PLACE-The Calloway County FFA Meats Judging Team took first place honors at the Purchase Region Meats Judging Contest at Union City, Tenn., Aug. 1. The contest consisted of placing four beef
carcasses, four pork carcasses,four fresh hams, yield grading and quality grading seven beef carcasses and
identifying 22 retail cuts of beef and pork. Team members were Tommy Orr, Tracy Curd, Leland Steely and
John Warren Nix. Tommy Orr was second high individual scorer in the contest, Tracy Curd was fifth end
Leland Steely placed sixth individual scoring. Larry Gilbert, Vo-Ag teacher at Calloway High, is instructor
for the team. The Calloway team will participate in the State Meats Judging Contest in Louisville on Aug. 16.
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past, says a new of feedstuff
exports such
Agriculture Department as corn and
soybeans for
analysis.
the region's livestock sector," the report said.
"For the United States,
The report, issued Frithis means a correspon- day,
was Written by Ruth
ding decline in the growth Elleson
of the USDA's
Economic Research Service.
Although U.S. corn and
soybean exports may
slow down, the reduced
PCA will be celebrating expansion in agricultural
_their 50th anniversary production is expected to
this year and special ac- have some favorable
tivities are planned along benefits.
with the regular
Mechanization and the
stockholders meeting. A use of fertilizer in
meal will be served at
A
5:30 p.m. catered by West
Kentucky Pork Producers. Six weekend trips
and one Florida vacation
will be given away as
door prizes.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - It's hard to encourage farmers about
safety, says one safety
director, and that could
account for the 57 deaths
that occurred in farmingrelated accidents during
the fiscal year that ended
June 30.
"It's pretty hard to sell
safety to farmers, to get
people to attend a
meeting to talk
specifically about safety," said David Finney,
safety director for the
Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Finney reported the
death total Wednesday.
He compiled the statistics
from newspaper clippings, beginning on July 1,
1982. The death toll, he
said, was within the 52 to
60 deaths-per-year range
that has been the state
average of the past few
years.
Tractors - "overturns
and runovers," he said were the major cause of
the deaths, accounting
for 30 of the fatalities.
More deaths were
recorded in October than
any other month and late
afternoon and early evening were the most frequently recorded times of
the day in which the accidents occurred, he said.
Neither circumstance
was surprising.
Farmers spend much
of October with
harvesting equipment
and cutting wood and
those activities accounted for the majority
of the month's 13 deaths,
Finney said. There were
no recorded farmingrelated deaths in
February and just one
each in September,
December and January.
Fatigue, he said, probably was the reason for
the high number of latein-the day fatal accidents. All but 11 of the
fatalities occurred after
noon.
"I don't know any ex-

planation other than
fatigue for the deaths,"
he said. "Many of the
same activities (reported
with the fatal accidents)
are occurring in the morning and the afternoon."
Most of the victims 32, or 56 percent - were
45 or older, he said.
Within that group, 18
were between 45 and 64
and 14 were older than 65.
Farming deaths were
reported in all areas of
the state, with the exception of an 11-county
region of southeastern
Kentucky. The bulk occurred in a belt stretching from the eastern
hills of Menifee County
through the rolling
bluegrass of central Kentucky to Grayson County
of southcentral Kentucky.
•
Four of the fatal accidents occurred in
Nelson County, while nine
counties had two
farming-related deaths.
Both Finney and Larry
Piercy, an agricultural
engineer for safety with
the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, said it's
hard to encourage
farmers to be more
careful.
Farmers, for the most
part, are independent
workers who don't have
safety foremen looking
over their shoulders to
keep them from being
careless, Piercy said.
"It's easy for someone
in a factory to see that
he's losing money
because of accidents, and
then try to keep them
from happening," Piercy
said in a telephone interview from Princeton,
where he was attending a
meeting. "But an individual farmer can't see
that because an accident
only costs him if it happens to him."
And, Piercy added,
farmers "have done the
same kind of thing time
after time, working with

The annual
stockholders meeting of
the Jackson Purchase
Production Credit
Association will be held
at 7 p.m. Monday at
Mayfield High School.
According to Mike
Overcast, Murray office
manager, this is a joint
meeting of all brach offices in the purchase
area.
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up to 35%

a tractor that we might
know has problems (for
example), with nothing
happening.
"If a farmer puts roll
bars on a tractor and it
overturns and the roll
bars save his son from
dying, he can see that.
But it's hard for farmers
to relate to accidents that
happen to others," Piercy
said.
Youngsters who are
members of the Future
Farmers of America and
4-H Clubs are exposed to
safety programs, Finney
said. Adults are not exposed as frequently to the
theme, although the farm
bureau and UK extension
and homemaker programs sponsor safety
seminars.
Piercy said he tracked
farming-related fatalities
for a five-year period,
1972-76, by reviewing
death certificates across
the state.

Western Europe probably
has already reached "optimum levels" in many
countries, the report said.
Thus, the rapid rise in
yields and production
that characterized
Western European
agriculture in recent
decades probably will be
blunted.
"For the United States,
this may mean some easing of competition from
the region's surplus commodities in third
markets," the report
said.

Lower parts costs allow us to pass on these great savings
to you. Now get Case quality at our new low prices.

CASE FILTERS

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

Case quality filters perform above
and beyond the competition.
Filters may look alike but Case
filters out-perform. We have all
the filters you need, in stock, at
special low prices.

'1 1 1 1 1'

SAVINGS OF

6% to35%
Also ask about
our lubricant
specials.
EIB:11

7S3-3404
rain
Merchandising

McKee! Equipment Co.
503 Walnut

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

753-3062

Stood the Cood News
Summer

Southern
States
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Get more growth from more cattle by
supplementing your posture with
Big Buck Feeds.

Como Soo Us For All Your Food Needs
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LATEX
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extra yearling weight
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Nix's ship finally arrives with Lakers
It's been a long 13 years
of waiting, but for coach
Jim Nix his ship has finally arrived.
In Saturday's Calloway
County school board
meeting, Nix was appointed assistant to the
superintendent and
athletic director at CCHS.
After 13 years of
coaching, teaching and
striving for the top, Nix
says he's glad he finally
made it.
"It's something I've
always wanted," said Nix
who started his teaching
career at Kirksey in 1971.
"I enjoyed teaching and
coaching but this is
something I've worked
for for a long time."
Nix will be giving up his
duties as CCHS cross
country coach • this fall,
but retaining his responsibilities as the school's
track coach at least
through the upcoming
season.
Although his goal of attaining an admIlhistrative
position was within

reach, the decision was a
difficult one in at least
one respect, Nix admitted.
When they said I'd
have to give up cross
country ... it was
something I really had to
think about. This year
we've got such a good
team coming back and
we just finished building
the cross country course
• behind CCHS ) this summer.
-Our guys are three
time regional champs
and last year were ranked No.6 in the state. It's
hard to give up coaching
a program like that
especially since I started
it here five years ago and
struggled through the
first two years when we
didn't win a meet," Nix
said.
But although he agreed
to turn over the coaching
reigns, Nix says he'll be
able to keep a hand in the
program by coaching the
team until his replacement is named and by

PGA Championship

Gallant 01' Bear
can't beat Sutton

A
4

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
helping select a successor.
Having a hand in
almost all of the athletic
programs at CCHS was
one of the primary
reasons for Nix's selection as athletic director.
He's coached track,
cross country and basketball and worked the clock
at the home football
games. A diligent
worker, Nix is a hard
man to reach by phone. If
he's not bustling around
working on one project,
he's out working on
another.
This summer, besides
completing the cross
Country course, he's been
busy in the mid-day heat
resurfacing the track. His
calloused hands and heat
blisters are visible signs
that he's not afraid of applying elbow grease when

there's work to be done.
"We're going to be
upgrading almost all of
our facilities as soon as
we can if the money
comes through," Nix
said, including the track,
the basketball gym which
may have a new floor installed next year, and
possible lighting of the
tennis courts among
other projects.
"Our athletic program
is definitely on the rise
and we'll be working to
keep it that way," Nix
emphasized. "I always
tell the younger kids coming up that we have a winning tradition here and if
they want to be a part of it
they'll have to work their
tails off."
Nix pointed to the success of the football program the last two years,
the boys basketball team

CAME UP SHORT — Murray's Mel Purcell was reaching for an All-American
final in the U.S. Clay Court Championships, but fell to sixth-seeded Andres
Gomez,7-6, 6-1, in Saturday's semifinal round in Indianapolis. Purcell was seeded eighth.
Photo by Hal Crouch

NEWPORT BEACH,
Calif.(AP) — After three
days of 90-degree-plus
heat, humidity and smog,
Jimmy Connors might
have had reason to complain, despite winning the
$300,000 High Stakes tennis tournament.
But Connors, who had
just won a 6-3, 6-4, 6-2 victory over Tim Mayotte
Sunday, could only see
the positive aspect of the
weather.
"When I played Eliot
Teltscher on Friday, I
lost four or five pounds,"
he said. "Yesterday, I
lost five or six pounds,

and that's all water
weight. It makes me feel
good. I probably lost
more today."
On the balance, though,
Connors won a lot more
than he lost. Sunday's
victory was worth
$100,000.
And. even in defeat,
Mayotte got his biggest
paycheck ever — $65,000
— and a sobering lesson.
"I thought I was hitting
the ball well but when I
play a guy like that I
realize how much further
I have to go," he said.
Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia beat
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IN HIS ELEMENT — Surrounded by athletes prior to a track meet puts
Calloway coach Jim Nix in his place. As athletic director, however, he'll have to
give up his rewarding cross country job.
File photo

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
— With their victories in
the 74th U.S. Open Clay
Court championships,
teen-agers Andrea
Temesvari and Jimmy
Arias have put
themselves on a road
followed by tennis greats
Jimmy Connors and
Chris Evert-Lloyd.
Arias, who will be 19
next week, scored a comeback triumph over Andres Gomez of Ecuador in
Sunday's nationally
televised, 2/
1
2-hour men's
championship match.
The jet-like serves of
Gomez had Arias in trouble frequently before he
recorded a 6-4, 2-6, 6-4
decision after losing
three of the first four
games in the final set.
Temesvari, a 17-yearold from Hungary,
defeated Zina Garrison of
Houston 6-2, 6-2 in Saturday's women's title
showdown.
Connors and Evert-
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Mats Wilander of that away," Mayotte
Sweden, 6-4, 6-2 in a con- said.
"I was consistent
solation match. Lendl collected $4 5,000 and enough over a long period
Wilander received but then when he'd lob
me, I'd try to pick a side
$35,000.
and go for it... I kot one
Connors used the lob ef- out of four lobs back."
"We had a lot of good
fectively throughout the
match and Mayotte rallies," Connors said,
estimated he was able to "but the points didn't last
return only about (me of
four.
"It was so hard for me
to play a guy like that
GROVE CITY, Ohio
because he just
neutralizes my best shot. (API — Brian Teacher
I had to serve and volley
and my forte is in the captured his second
backcourt, and he took Buckeye Tennis Classic

Hours 10-7 Mon.-Sot:"
heese Lovers

"Serving Western Kentucky With
Complete Termite And Pest Control
Service Since 1958"

753-0414
753-3914
*Fleas?

*Ants?

*Rats?

*Ticks?

*Spiders?

*Mice?

*Roaches? *Silverfish? *Termites?
Coll The .Troined Experts Today At
Murray's ONLY. Locally Owned And
_ Operated Pest Coastal Co.McGee Pest
Control Employs A Full Tim•
Eistenseligist For Your Convenience. We
Con Soh,Your Pest Cosetrol Preileassl

it

1978 Buick Regal
Gold-Tan vinyl top, vinyl seats, p.s.,
p.b., a.c., radio, 28xxx miles.

DWAIN TAYLOR
EHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

Jeff's)
EHEVR 0 ET
(Across hem Nada

as long. I'm going to
return the ball no matter
what.
"I had a good day today. He came in on approach shots but I was
passing him today. I got
some good lobs when he
was getting close to the
nets."

Teacher beats Buckeye field

"Cheese Week"

Are You Having Uninvited
Summertime Guests Such As:

Lloyd were frequent competitors here earlier in
their careers. Since Connors won the men's tournament for a fourth time
in 1979, the title has gone
to foreign entries. And
Evert-Lloyd, who won the
first of five titles here
when she was 17, is
undefeated after 31 matches in the tournament.
But, both have bypassed the tournament in recent years and officials
have been looking for a
new group of favorites to
draw the fans.
The loyalities of the
fans toward Americans
was evident in both
championship matches.
From the start of the
men's final, it was evident that the favorite of
the 5,500 estimated fans
was Arias, the teen-ager
from Grand Island, N.Y.,
who has climbed from
No. 673 on the tennis computer rankings to No. 11
in just over three years.

Connors doesn't complain after $100,000 payoff

1.•
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Teenage victors mirror Connors, Evert-Lloyd in U.S. Cloy

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
PACIFIC PALISADES, Calif. ( AP ) — "The old
bear is coming."
Like a tidal wave, the whispers rolled through the
gallery of some 23,000 people walking the canyons
of the Riviera Country Club, and they did not fall on
deaf ears.
"The crowd wasn't the only one knowing the bear
was coming," said Hal Sutton, the leader as the
PGA Championship headed toward its conclusion.
-I was well aware of the fact."
But he held up like stanchions of steel and won the
65th edition of one of golf's major tournaments by a
single stroke over a rallying, 43-year-old Jack
Nicklaus, the Golden Bear, the most intimidating
personality in golf.
-After I had made my third straight bogey on No.
the 25-year-old pro from Shreveport, La., said,
-I turned to my caddy, Freddie Burns, and said,
'This is what it's all about.-I told myself I didn't need to do this two weeks in
a row on national TV." he added, referring to loss of
a six-stroke lead two weeks ago at Williamsburg,
Va. At that stage, something inside you tells you
you've got to get going.
-Besides I hate the word 'choke.' I'm relieved to
get it off my back."
Having seen another lead dwindle to a single
stroke and the shadow of the Golden Bear bearing
down on him, Sutton collected himself and played
the final four holes like Old Man Par himself to capture the $100,000 first prize and his first major title.
He finished at 274, one ahead of Nicklaus, with the
great efforts of Peter Jacobsen (276), Pat
McGowan 277) and John Fought (278) lost in the
wild closing drama.
It boiled down to a duel between the world's
greatest golfer of all-time, Nicklaus, and the
emerging "Golden Boy" being acclaimed as the
possible successor to the throne.
''I thank Jack for not making another birdie,"
Sutton said afterward.
1. used to be awe of him, but I'm not in awe of him
now. I respect him a whole lot, and I just hope some
day I can do some of the things he did."
Nicklaus, without a tournament victory in more
than a year and a major triumph in three years, had
to read his golfing obit after starting out with a 73 —
eight shots back of Sutton's 65.
"I gave myself more work than I could do," he
said. "I said before the final round that if I shot a 65
I would have a chance. I shot a 66 and barely missed."
But Big Jack, who got a three-minute standing
ovation from the thousands framing Riviera's final
green, proved the Old Bear is not ready to go into
hibernation yet.
"When I am competitive, I enjoy playing golf,"
he said. "I'll play as long as!like it."

621 S. 4th
P.O. Box 328
Murray, KY
42071

covering
all fields

advancing to the regional
finals last year, the girls
basketball team's improvement despite a
young lineup, and the
girls track team winning
the region as some of the
advancements he'd like
to see continued.
"My first priority as
athletic director will be to
try and get enough permanent coaches to help
our programs and
secondly to try and get
more people in the community involved with
athletics. Right now
every school system
around faces the same
problem with trying to
get enough coaches,"
'said Nix,"and to get people it's pretty basic — involved you've got to produce winning teams.
When you win, people
come."
The backing of a strong
booster club and a
dedicated school board
will ease much of the load
on Nix's job, but he won't
be caught letting someone else do his job —
you can bet on that.
"I'm not saying I'll be
the best athletic director
around, but I'll certainly
work as hard as anyone
at it."

August 8-13
-; Hot Pepper
$3.40 lb.
*Colby
$3.20 *American
$3.50 lb.
*Mozzarella
$3.24
-- -*Swiss Cuts
$3.58 lb.
$3.98
*Baby Swiss
Save On All Cheese
During "Cheese Week"

'A

•ALL NATURAL .NO IMITATION
FREE Samples of Cheeses

singles championship by
defeating Bill Scanlon 76, 6-4 Sunday in the final
of the $100,000 tournament.

The crowd was all
behind me today, and I
think that really helped
me because I was getting
tired a little bit towards
the middle of the third
set," said Arias. "He was
on a roll 3-1 up in the third
and when I broke serve
that game, the crowd
really seemed to get
behind me and he got
down a little bit and
started to miss a few."
The fans "didn't affect
me, but it really helped
Jimmy," said Gomez,
after his second loss to
Arias in three weeks. "I
think the crowd brought
him up again. He was
down."
Temesvari, a tall blueeyed blonde who speaks
French and English as
fluently as her native
language, also noticed
the crowd was against
her.
"The first three or four
games I was mad," said
Temesvari, who like
Arias won the Italian
Open earlier this year. "I
didn't know why they
were against me. I
thought,'What did I do to
these people?' But then I
told myself to forget that,
forget everything, forget
that I am tired and just
give my heart to the
court."
Arias earned $51,000
with his fourth professional victory, boosting
his prize money for the
year to $191,070. Gomez,
who had his second consecutive runner-up finish
after losing in New
Hampshire last Monday,
earned $25,500.
Temesvari's triumph
was worth $34,000, while
Garrison took home
$17,500.

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
do. Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. . . good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call
me.

come*
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
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Phillies roll; Cards crawl

Potts hit
propells
Lakeland
All Stars

0‘.

ST. LOUIS ( AP) — Philadelphia
"We went into Pittsburgh last week
Manager Paul Owens likes the way his
a half game out and they won the first
Phillies are playing, but neither he nor
two games. So now the tables are turnany of his players are ready to talk
ed," said Schmidt.
pennant yet.
Meanwhile, the play of the defending.
"We're playing good; we're battling
world champion Cardinals has
good," Owens said Sunday after the
Manager Whitey Herzog befuddled,
Phillies completed a three-game l'First we..don't get
the pitching and
sweep of the St. Louis Cardinals to
then we don't get the hitting," Herzog
move a full game ahead of Montreal in
said. "But for the most part, the basic
the National League East.
reason where we're at is the starting
pitching."
Pittsburgh, which opens a threeHerzog, in fact, said he had not
game series Monday at Philadelphia,
trails by PI and slumping St. Louis, decided on a starting rotation. "I don't
have no rotation. If we get ahead, I'll
which has lost seven in a row, is 4'2
use everybody we have," Herzog said.
behind.
"The sweep should give us some "We haven't been in front in a game in
momentum against Pittsburgh," said A seven days."
The Phillies' sweep and an earlier
Owens, whose Phils have won 11 of
three-game sweep by the Chicago
their last 14. Owens, however, made no
Cubs marked the first time since May
predictions on the race.
of 1566 that the Cardinals failed to win
Third baseman Mike Schmidt, who
a single game in a home stand of at
belted a two-run homer in Sunday's 5-2
least five games.
victory over St. Louis, said he looks on
"The way we're playing, it doesn't
the Pittsburgh series "the same as any
look like we're going to be in it," said
other.
Herzog.

FORT KNOX — An
RBI single by John Mark
Potts in the bottom of the
eighth inning preserved
Lakeland's hopes of winning the 16-year-old AllStar baseball tournament,Sunday.
Potts' hit came with
one out in the extrainning game against
Hopkinsville to give his
squad the final advantage,6-5.

Mitch Grogan scored
the winning run after
reaching second on an error.
Lakeland, the area
team which includes
Murray players, is
fighting for survival in
Shammy Shine Process
the loser's bracket of the
double elimination tournament which began Friday.
AUTO
Sunday's win came
LAUNDR
Y
behind the pitching of
•
Murray brothers Rick
'The Proleswmal
and Mitch Grogan and
TOURNAMENT CHAMPS — Murray's North All-Star team recently won the Mayfield Invitationa
l
KenOpen
Mon.
thru
Thurs.
Open Friday & Sat.
advanced Lakeland to to- tucky League Tournament. Comprising the championship squad are (front
Closed
row,from left) Charlie Marello,
day's 6 p.m. game William Beale, Mickey Futrell, Michael Barnett,(second row) Allen Rayburn,
7
a.m.
to
7
p.m.
Heath Walls, Joey Bazzell,
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday
against the winner of the Travis Turner, Mike Kelso,(third row) coaches Charlie Beale, Bobby Bazzell, Bill Rayburn,
(not pictured)
St.Matthews-South Cen- Doug Payne, Benji Kelley and coach BW Payne.
tral(Sonunerset) game.
In the winner's bracket
Fern Creek and North
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
EAST DIVLSION
Central(Oldham County)
Chicago at Detroit, n
W L Pet. GB
PACIFIC PALISADES,Calif Al"
Cleveland at Baltimore r nu
remain. The championBaltimore
62 44
Final scores Sunday ui the 65th PGA na585
Texas at Boston. n
Detroit
62
tiOnal
46
574
championship CM the 6,946-yard
1
ship game is scheduled
Toronto at New York, 1 n
Milwaukee
par-71 Riviera Country Club course
61 46
570 P7
Milwaukee at Kansas City . n
for Tuesday at 5 p.m.
New York
59 47
Fla! Sutton
.557 3
65-66-72-71 274
Minnesota at California.. n
Toronto
60 48
Jack Nicklaus
.556 3
73-65.7146-275
Seattle at Oakland, In I
Earlier tournament acBoston
54 54
Peter Jacobsen
500 9
73-70-6845- 276
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Cleveland
45 65
Pit McGowan
409 19
68-67-7349 - 277
tion saw Murray lose its
EAST DIVISION
By JOHN NELSON
WEST DIVISION
6749-71-71-278
- W L Pet GB John Fought
He did, until the very Chicago
opening game to St. Mat58 50
Fuzzy Zoeller
537
72-71-67-69-- 279
Philadelphia
56 50
528
AP Sports Writer
51 53
Bruce Lietzke
490 5
end, and now he was Kansaseity
67-71-79.71-279
thews, 5-4, before bouncMontreal
56 52
519 1
Bowie Kuhn, lord of
Texas
53 56
Dan
Pohl
466 54 Pittsburgh
72-7049-69-280
56 53
514 1'7
villified for his tack of in- California
ing back Saturday to take
53 58
477 64 St Lbws
69-71-72-74-282
53 56
486 41 1 x Mike Reid
baseball for nearly 15
53 59
Doug level!
473 7
itiative in trying to end Oakland
74-73.69-67282
a 16-4 decision over Pike
Chicago
50 60
455- 8
years, would like his
Minnesota
45 67
Jay Haas
402 15
6&72.66-7T-282
New York
44 66
400 14
the strike. A lawyer by Seattle
County.
44 67
Scott Simpson
396 16'2
66-73-70-73 -282
WEST DIVISION
tenure as commissioner
Sunday's Games
Ben Crenshaw
profession, he was accus68-66-71-77-282
Atlanta
68 44
607
to be remembered for two
Texas 443, Cleveland 3-7
Los Angeles
61 48
560 57
ed of lacking the business
Detroit 8, New York 5
Houston
56 53
514 10,
7
things.
Chicago 4, Baltimore 3
acumen to run an office of
San Diego
55 56
595 124
"I want it to be
Oakland 6, Minnesota 0
San Francisco
53 58
477 14,
7
the magnitude of baseball
Milwaukee 9. Toronto 6
Cincinnati
50 62
446 18
remembered that I was
Kansas City 1, Boston 0
commissioner.
Sunday's Games
California 4. Seattle 3
commissioner during a
Montreal 6, Pittsburgh 0
"You can't be commisMonday's Games
National Football League
Philadelphia 5, St Louis 2
time of tremendous
Chicago I Tidrow 2-3 and Koosman 8Exhibition Glance
sioner for 14 years and
New York 6, Chicago 4.10 innings
'3!
at
growth in the popularity
,.Berenguer 5-2 and Moms
Thursday's Games
Atlanta 5, Los Angeles 2
not change, for better fir 124),Detroit
Baltimore
2, I t-n
15, Houston 0
Cincinnati 5, San Diego 3
of the game," he says,
Toronto Clancy 124 and Williams 1for worse. I hope I've
Friday's Games
Houston 2. San Francisco 1
01
at New York Glidry 12-7 and Shirley
"and that it was a time in
Philadelphia 21, Detroit 17
Monday's Games
changed for the better," 3-61,
Denver
10,
Seattle
7
New York Seaver 6-Ill at Montreal
which no one could quesMilvfaukee Gibson 2-2 and McClure Burns 4-4 I, n
Saturday's Games
he once said. "I'm more
NEW YORK (AP) — tion the integrity of the
at Kansas City (Gun. 8-14 and
Minnesota 38, St, LOUIS 10
Pittsburgh I Candelaria 11-61 at
philosophical about our 8-81
Renko 54,2, It-n
Chicago 77. Buffalo 17
Philadelphia I Hudson 6-31. 51
Baseball Commissioner game."
Cleveland ISutcliffe 12-7 , at
Cleveland 21. Green Bay 20
problems. Initially, I usOnly games scheduled
Bowie Kuhn, who last
Kansas City 24, Cincinnati
?Davis 10-4
Undoubtedly, other
ni
Tuesday's Gaines
ed to become more upset. Baltimore
Texas I Darwin 7-101 at Boston
Los Angeles Rams 34. San Diego 20
St Loots at Chicago
week withdrew his can- things also will be
Eckersley 6-9,, n
Pittsburgh 27, New England 16
Now, I take problems for
New York at Montreal, n
didacy for re-election to remembered about the
Dallas 20, Miami 17
Minnesota I Schrom 8-4 at California
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia. n
granted as being part of r John
11-$1, n
Tampa Bay 20. New Orleans 17
Las Angeles at Cincinnati. n
the post, said Saturday man whose reign spanned
Seattle I Beattie 8-7, at Oakland
Atlanta 13, Washington 10. OT
the Office."
San Francisco at Atlanta. n
the next commissioner the institution of free
1Conro.y. 4-4
Lou Angeles Raiders 26, San Frann
San Diego at Houston. n
Those days of early turcisco 23, OT
should demand a change agency, divisional
Sunday's Game
moil began for Kuhn on
in re-election procedures. playoffs, the designated
New York Giants 23, New York Jets
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Feb. 4, 1969, when he was
16
BATTING 1265 at bats, Carew.
BATTING 265 at bats, Hendrick.
"He's got to be a guy hitter, a players' strike,
Friday, August 12
chosen to replace the California, .370: Boggs. Boston, 369, St.Lotus. 331; Madlock, Pittsburgh,
who says, 'I don't want big-money television and
Cincinnati at Washington. 7 30 p m
Brett, Kansas City, 344. McRae, Kan- .3213: Dawson, Montreal. 323; Herr,
ousted Gen. William sas City. 329: Whitaker. Detroit,.329. St.Lows. 323: Knight.
Houston, 323,
this job if, when I come problems ranging from
New York Giants at Pittsburgh. 8
RUNS. E.Murray, Baltimore, 78, Lo.Smith, St Louis. 323
Eckert as commissioner.
up for re-election, I have cantankerous owners to
R.Henderson, Oakland, 73; Ripken.
RUNS
Murphy,
Atlanta.
Raises, pm
He served out a six- Baltimore, 73: Molitor, Milwaukee, 72. Montreal, 81, Garvey, 97;
Green
Bay at Seattle, 10 30 pm
San Diego. 76,
to face a 75 percent role.' ballplayers on drugs.
Saturday. August 13
month interim term, then Cooper, Milwaukee,71; Upshaw,Toron- Evans, San Francisco. 73, Dawson,
He's got to say, going in,
Cleveland at Buffalo.6 p m
to. 71, Yount, Milwaukee, 71.
Certain men will
Montreal,
69;
Horner,
Atlanta,
69.
was elected to the first of
Los Angeles Raiders vs New York
RBI: Cooper, Milwaukee, 93: WinRBI Dawson. Montreal, 86, Murphy.
nothing like (that) is ever remember Kuhn, who anhis two full seven-year field, New York, 81. L.N.Parrish. Atlanta, 76: Schmidt. Philadelphia. 74. Jets, Giants Stadium,8 p m
New Orleans at Miami.8 pm
going to get in my way," nounced Wednesday that sale of Vida Blue, Joe ouster,
Detroit, 75: Simmons, Milwaukee. 74; Guerrero, Los Angeles, 69, Chambliss.
none has terms. His second full E Murray. Baltimore.73
Chicago at St Louis, Op m
Atlanta,68, Hendrick. StLouis,68.
Kuhn said on "NBC he was quitting as com- Ruth and Rollie Fingers suspected
DetroitatKansasCit'.,S 30 p m
HITS. Boggs, Boston, 148; Whitaker,
Kuhn's sanity. term expires on Aug. 13.
HITS Dawson, Montreal, 139: Oliver,
Baltimore at Minnesota,8 30 p m
Sports: 30 Rock" pro- missioner, for certain for a combined price of
Detroit. 142: McRae, Kansas City, 131: Montreal, 133: Thort, Houston. 131,
During his years as Ward, Minnesota. 130: Simmons. Buckner. Chicago. 126:
It's a wonder, though,
Atlanta at Denver. Op m
R.Ramirez.
gram.
things.
$3.5 million.
Philadelphia at San Diego. Op m
considering the man's commissioner, atten- Milwaukee, 129.
Atlanta. 126
Tampa
Bay at Houston. 9 p m
Kuhn's contract was
DOUPLES
.
Owners Ted Turner of
Boggs,
Boston,
DOUBLES
35,
Buckner. Chicago. 28;
Ray Kroc, owner of the travails in what certainly dance in the major McRae.
Sunday. August 14
Kansas City, 34, Hrbek. Min- Oliver. Montreal, 27. Hendrick.
not renewed last the Atlanta Braves and San Diego Padres, might has become
New
England
at San Francisco, 4
nesota.
31: L.N Parrish, Detroit. 31. St Louis. 26, Knight, Houston. 26,
one of the leagues grew from 23
p.m
Ripken, BaltimOre, 29; Yount, Wallach, Montreal. 25
November when five of George Steinbrenner of remember most vividly toughest jobs
million in 1968 to 44.6 Milwaukee,29.
in sport.
Monday, August 15
TRIPLES
Butler. Atlanta. 11.
the 12 National League the New York Yankees the $100,000 tampering
Dallas at Los Angeles Rams. top m
TRIPLES Griffin, Toronto. 8. Win- Moreno, Houston. 11 Cruz. Houstor, 7.
It could have been no million in 1982, and this
field, New York. 8; Herndon, Detroit. 7. Dawson. Montreal, 7, Raines. Monowners, more than 25 per- might remember Kuhn fine Kuhn levied against tougher than
in 1981, as year baseball. signed a 6 are tied with 6.
treal, 7
cent, failed to support for suspending them from Kroc in 1979 for saying he Kuhn watched
HOME RUNS Cooper, Milwaukee,
HOME RUNS Dawson. Montreal, 25,
his game $1.2 billion television con'him. He has agreed to baseball — Turner in 1976 wanted to sign Joe and its principals
24: Armas, Boston. 23; Kittle. Chicago. Schnudt. Philadelphia, 24; Murphy,
in the tract that will earn each za. Luzinski, Chicago. 23. Rice. Boston, Atlanta. 23. Evans, San Francisco. 21.
stay on until a new com- for tampering with the Morgan, then of Cincin- throes
Guerrero,Los Angeles, 21
of an un- team $7 million a year for 23
missioner is named.
STOLEN BASES
contract of Gary Mat- nati, and Graig Nettles of precedented strike that six years.
R Henderson,
STOLEN BASES. flames. Montreal.
Oakland, 70: R Law. Chicago. 52. 48, Wilson. New York, 371 LeMaster.
Kuhn said one regret he thews and Steinbrenner the Yankees.
threatened to destroy not
At the same time, J.Cruz, Chicago, 46: W.WiLson, Kansas San Francisco. 34. S.Sax. Lou Angeles,
had during his 141
45: Sample, Texas, 34
34: Butler. Atlanta, 30: Moreno,
/
2 years in 1974 for his conviction
"You've got to develop only baseball's populari- change was taking place City.
PITCHING
10 decisions , Haas, Houston. 30, Redus, Cincinnati. 30
as commissioner was not on illegal campaign con- a sense of humor," Kuhn ty, but its integrity
as in the format — if not the Milwaukee, 9-2, 818, 379, Righetta, PITCHING 10 decisions
HELSINKI, Finland
New York.
solving the issue of com- tributions to Richard Nix- once said in an interview. well. It was probably
800, 3.38. Rorerna. Montefusco. San Diego. 9-2. 818, 341,
the substance — of the game. Detroit, 8-2,12-3,
803. 3 17. McGregor, P.Perez. Atlanta. 13-3. 813. 393, Den- ( AP) —
Grete Waitz
pensation for lost free on.
"You have to be able to most controversial period Kuhn became commis- Baltimore, 14-4, .778, 3.L, Gossage, ny., Philadelphia. 12-5. 706, 261.
New York, 9-3, 750. 2.24: Stator). Rogers, Montreal, 14-6. 700,286: Ryan. became the first gold
agents in 1980, which led
Hall of Famers Willie stand back and laugh. of his tenure.
sioner in the first year of Milwaukee,
9-3, 750, 4.30
Houston. 11-5„.61113. 2.16
medalist in the World
to the players' strike the Mays and Mickey Mantle That's invaluable, or
STRIKEOUTS. Moms. Detroit, 142,
It also may have done division playoffs, and,
STRIKEOUTS
Carlton,
Stieb,
Toronto.
next season.
130: Righetti, New York, Philadelphia, 182, Soto. Cincinnati, 170. Track and Field Chammight remember him you're apt to go slightly more to tarnish his image four years later, he gave
119: Blyleven, Cleveland. 116. F Ban- McWilliams, Pittsburgh. 145. Ryan. pionships Sunday. winn"By doing that, we best because he banned balmy."
as a leader than any other his permission to the nister, Chicago. 105.
Houston. 120, Valenzuela. Los Angeles,
ing the women's
guaranteed a strike in the both from baseball for
Quisenberry Kansas City. 119
Although Finley once incident of his preceding American League to go 22.SAVES
Caudill, Seattle, 21. Stanley. Boston,
SAVES le.Smith. Chicago. 17, marathon
over
long run in 1981," he said. their work with gambling called Kuhn "the village 12 years as commis- with the designated
hitter 21: R.Davis, Minnesota, 19: Lopez, Bedrosian, Atlanta. 16, Reardon, Mon- Marianne Dickerson.
Detroit, 16
"It was a mistake, all of casinos — Mays in 1979 idiot," no one has serious- sioner. Owners, angry
treal, 16: Minton, San Francisco, 13
at rule. Kuhn also reigned
us made it, certainly I and Mantle in 1983.
ly suspected the commis- the loss of seven weeks of over the birth of night
did. We should have inCharlie Finley, former sioner of going balmy. Of their season, blamed games in the World
Formerly Amoco Car Wash
sisted on wrapping owner of the Oakland A's, all the accusations levied Kuhn, forgetting that as Series and the first freeWe Also Rent Ryder Trucks
everything up in 1980 might remember him against him as the opposi- the strike began,they had agent re-entry draft
MVOS PI
in
when we had things to best for the slick move tion formed to gain his told him to stay out of it.
1976.
trade off against it."
that saved Kuhn from a
Kuhn also said his deci- Finley led "Dump
sion to not to seek re- Bowie" campaign in 1975,
election was "ir- or for the time in 1976
revocable."
when he voided Finley's

753-1331

Major League Baseball

Goodbye, Bowie ...

Golf

Kuhn desires dual rememberance
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Kuhn says
decision
irrevocable

Pro Football

Track,
Field

753-7362 112

Don't throw your money down the drain

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

Concrete, Pea Gravel,
etc.

Save hot water and save
on your electric bill.

Your electric water heater may account
for as much as 16 cents of every dollar
Went on electricity only your heating ,
and cooling system costs more to
operate! So remember these tips and
follow them to save on your electric NU

Follow these simple steps
•Take a Quick warm shower instead of
a bath in a tub full of hot water
•Add a shower restnctor to reduce
water how
•Do not let the hot water run while
shaving or washing dishes
•Run the dishwasher only when its full
•Wash full loads ot clothes in the
coolest water possible and rinse them
in cold water

753-3355
I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

SAVE
ENERGY,

SAV.E.e-

We'll fix you up

1V4

504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461
(Across from tile First lilatimmlist chink)
'Weekdays 7-5 Satorday 1-3

.:A• 7

t.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-op Corp.753-5012
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Ellinger sees UK ombudsman position as'change of pace'
LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP ) - Charles Ellinger
says he received both
congratulations and condolences from his friends
when he accepted the
position as academic ombudsman for the Univer-

sity of Kentucky.
Part of the reason could
be that the ombudsman's
office receives more than
1,200 inquiries annually.
About 700 are resolved
without intervention and
another 500 require fur-

ther investigation, the office estimates.
But Ellinger, who also
is a professor of prosthodontics - the dental
specialty concerned with
restoring and replacement of missing teeth and

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

4 Lampreys
5 Woody plants
1 Choral
6 Pronoun
composition
7 Mans
S Liquid
nickname
8 Far pref
'1 Calling
12 Football
9 Cry of
team
Bacchanals
10 Shrink from
14 Bone
15 Toward
fear
shelter
ii Snore
CrdZ'4, SI
13 Part of
18 Devoured
face pl
20 Cut
'6 Without end
,9 Wipe out
23 Dawn
goddess
21 Bad
24 Withered
22 Ner,e
26 Lucky
networks
number
25 Chemical
a That is abbr
compound
29 Rubbish
27 Depr.ves of
31 Ceremonies
feeling
33 Halt
30 Wishes
35 Trace
32 Co•cerning
36 Saturated
34 Animal coat
59 Encourages 36 Fathers
4: Negate
37 Three-legged
orefi.
stand
4.3
nc of
T 2
3
toot race
45 Break
11
Sudden',
14
46 Tear
15
18 Pigpens
15
1
50 Cravat
St Epic poetry
24
53 Transaction
29
55 Note of scale
56 Highl,
ill33

M

Answer to Pres ious Puzzle
ASS

BA

other oral structures says he saw the job as a
chance for a change of
pace.
"I felt that it was an interesting opportunity for
me to pursue an area different from that I had
pursued for the last 18
years ... into the area of
more involvement with
undergraduate students,
a better involvement with
the whole university,"
Ellinger said. "I've had
good student rapport.
I've certainly always
been supportive of
students."
As the new academic

Magazine quotes French writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP
- Noting how time and
events change attitudes,
an evangelical monthly,
Eternity, cites this quotation from the late French
writer Jean-Paul Sartre
as an aging atheist:
"I do not feel that I am

A
A s
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38 Platform
40 Followed
closely
41 Lance
44 Periods of
time
47 Game played
on horseback
49 Narrow
opening
4

5

BES

52 Unit of
Japanese
currency
54 Inhabitants
suff
57 Pronoun
58 Compass
point
60 Symbol for
tellurium
8

6

9

12

21 22
26

28

TAKES OATH - John W. LaRue, son of James
and Louise LaRue, Rt. 2, Fredonia, takes the commissioning oath from Lt. Comm. Leroy Washington
of Navy Recruiting District at ceremonies at Memphis, Tenn. LaRue was commissioned an ensign in
the Navy Nurse Corps. He will be attending the
first-week Office Instruction School in Newport,
R.I., Aug. 20, then report to the Naval Regional
Medical Center, Charleston, S.C. LaRue is a 1969
graduate of Crittenden County High School and a
1983 graduate of Murray State University.
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7 IT HAPPENS JUST BY
\ ER' STRANGE:
LOOKING AT Li OU

V

As of- August 8 1983, I,
Terry Boggess will no
longer be responsible
for any, debts other then
my own.

2. Notice

I CAN FEEL A

HAT HAPPENS :

CRITICISM COMING ON

60% off
on all
Jewelry
LAY AWAY
NOW
INTEREST
FREE
UNTIL XMAS

•
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Y LEGS ARE
SHRINKING! .)

I

Gold & Silver
Custom Jewelers
Olympk Plaza
Open 9-8
Mon.-Thurs.
9-9 Fri, Sat.

Jim Slater & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PORDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cod.-Beick
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NAVY
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MOST IMPORTANT
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IN THE DESERT?
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YURIKA FOODS is
coming to Murray. For
tasteing, buying or selling Call 437-4830 or
437-4537.
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Stone Setting
Chain Repair
Bridal
Registry
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I JUST
SOUGHT TWO
NEW ot..rrcrrs

IT TAKES A
TREMENDOUS
EFPORT TO EARN'
ENOUGH MONEY TO
PAY YOUR
)
CLOTHING
LO
BILLS

WELL,WHAT DO
YOU HAVE TO
SAY ABOUT
THAT ?

T1

KEEP UP THE
G000 WORK
)
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1.1
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Aka.
COLONEL PETRA,
lIOU HEAD THE ROYAL
6UARO, Now CLOSE
ARE YOU TO HI6

HIGHNESS
THE PRINCE

113S. 4th 753-2835

Nave 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tap
759-4445.

•- 7
/
6
ANO YOUNG PRINCE
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Rex ?

REX'GO AND GET READY
I'VE A FEW MORE
QtJETIOtn1S'
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE
Pursuant to an order of the Calloway Circuit Court dated July
18, 1983, and pursuant to an execution for debt levied upon
personal property of Kennith Green in that Civil Action in the
Calloway Circuit Court styled as Gerald Tabers d/b/a Tabers'
Used Cars vs. Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association,
Phil Archer, Kennith Green, and Pamela Green,8I-CI-311, I shall
offer for sale to the highest and best bidder, the rems of the sale
being cash, the following personal property to satisfy the
judgment of Phil Archer against Kennith Green in the sum of
$2,150.00 plus interest thereon at the legal rate and court costs
incurred in this action.
PROPERTY: 1979 Jeep Truck,Serial No. No. J9A45NN152161.
• The above property described property will be sold at the South
door of the Calloway County Courthouse in Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky on August 22, 1983, at 10:00 a.m., to the highest
and best bidder, the sale to be for cash.
By: DAVID BALENTINE,SHERIFF

31

43

46

1. Legal Notice

0.5

35

years, a member of the
UK Athletics Board.
An Ohio native, Ellinger was drafted into the
Army Dental Corps in
1962 and served in a prosthodontics clinic for two
years. He said his
specialty "gives me the
opportunity to restore a
patient back to a state of
health that is more
dramatic than the other
specialties."
In 1975 Ellinger received the Schweitzer Award
from the Greater New
York Academy of Prosthodontics as the nation's outstanding researcher in that field.

A alilltlg;i

23
27

formance."
Ellinger was recommended by a studentfaculty committee from
university-wide nominations. The committee
sends its recommendations to UK President
Otis Singletary, who then
appoints the ombudsman.
The part-time position is
rotated annually among
tenured faculty.
In addition to his duties
as ombudsman and professor, Ellinger also
devotes part of his time to
college sports. He's coach
of his school's UK Dental
Molars basketball team
and, for the past nine

16. Ha

Couch
white
1955 al
Hot
inches
condit
After!

19. Fag

Inter
tractoi
Fleets
brake!
new i
good
901 24;

22. Mu

VVatso
piano
$175 7!

24. MiS

17

35
42

"My students think I'm
tough - tough and fair. I
try to counsel college
students in the same
manner that I would
counsel my children. I've
had the experience of
hearing the problems of
young people at this
age."
So far, Ellinger said,
he's handled about a halfdozen complaints since
he took office July 1, including "several accusations by teachers of
cheating, several
students who felt that
their grades were not
comparable to their
classroom per-

13

16
20

the product of chance, a
speck of dust in the
universe, but someone
who was expected,
prepared, prefigured. In
short, a being whom only
a Creator could put here;
and this idea of a creating
hand refers to God."

10

Serious

59 List
51 Recici-rd
31,2,1 1!
5;31r,tek.1
horse

ombudsman, his job is to
restore harmony to an
academic relationship
lost because of disagreement between faculty and
students.
• •I perceive my
strengths as being
reasonably good judgment, common sense and
a strong desire to see that
students' rights are
upheld, but at the same
time to see that my colleagues are treated fairly
and justly," said Ellinger, who was named a
Great Teacher by the UK
Alumni Association in
1981.

************
* Your Local
•
* Yierika Food*
*
* Distributor is*
*
* Jimmy lacy,:
•
* 1501 Henry,*
** Marray, KY.
* Pbeive 753- *
*
*7457.

'

k*• **********
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2. Notice

9. Situation Wanted

I AM GOING
TO PUT A
LOCAL PERSON
IN BUSINESS
12-year old company
needs salesperson to
represent our film
program in your area.
Salary + Commission
"potential $48,000
yrly". No experience
required. Qualified
applicant will be flown
to area office for
training. Must have
$3,250 cash security
tefundoble) to cover
inventory. For details
call Person-to-Person
Collect to Jack Clancy:
404)969-0460

G.E. 16" Color
T.V. and stand.
Will take best
offer. Phone 7537952 after 5.

Babysitting
time. 759-1640

in

my

10. Business Opportunity
Become a member of
the fantastic new
Yurika food family
Ground floor multi
level. Chris Allen 898
2570, 442 9500.

13. For Sale or Trade
Wooded lot in Sherwood
Forest 210x190 will
consider trade for ski
boat or pontoon of equal
value. Call 753 - 2286
,after 5 p.m.

14. Want to Buy

Car bi
36 ml
529.99
month
Wall
Paris.
Crossti
for bt.
Tenn.
Hwy.
Circ
crossf
Open
Sat. .8
phone
phone e
Food
models
$99.99
Hardw
Good
copy
Copy
collect
Oregon
saws
lite, M
and E(
Hardw
Oregon
in, pit
57.99, :
Hardw
School
desk S
$2 50
desk S
Landin
lust oft
Paris
Park.
901 642
Slabs
tobacct
Victor
iuicer
new
$ 29 .
Hardw
Wood
rick
build I
8979 all

26. TV-

Used crib in safe condi
tion. Call 759 4986

15. Articles for Sale
Beautiful Ladies watch,
21 jewel Helbros with
diamonds, white gold
753 2558 after 6:30 PM.
Metal office desk $25.,
stereo console $100.
753-4328.

cubism

3072.

16. Home Furnishings,
Wedding...
Photography: We
• have
invitations,•
• napkins, etc.
a
CARTER
STUDIO
ID
•
300 MAIN

753-8298

5. Lost and Found
Lost black

Labrador,
Penny area, brown
collar, male 753-6185.
Lost solid black female
cat, small build with
green eyes around
MSU. Reward, 762-6253.

6. Help Wanted
American Republic InSurance Company
needs sales person in
Calloway County. Contact: Bryan Hughes
502-554-2217.
Babysitter for 1 year
old. 16 hours per week in
your home. Call 1-901247-5399.
Babysitter wanted in
my home. Weekdays for
infant. References required. Call 753-8184
after 6 PM.
Child care 1 year old.
Your house 2 days a
week. 753-1902.
Friendly home toy parties now in our 28th
year, is expanding and
has openings for managers and dealers.
Party plan experience
helpful. Guaranteed
toys and gifts. No cash
investment, no charge.
Car and phone necessary. Call collect, 518489-8395 or 518-489-4429.
High Earnings: I need 3
mature, energic, upward moving individuals to help me
expand my business.
Sales experience helpfull. Call 443-6460 for
interviews. 815-25K plus
(Appliances).
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: in this
area: Part time home
workers $40 daily
possible. Preparing

envelopes, no experience necessary.
Write: U.H.G. R-12
B-181, Bowling Green,
Kentucky. 42101.
Waitresses wanted at
Hungry Bear 1109 Main.
Apply 'a.m.-1p.m.
Wed., Aug. 10. In'person

only.

Antiques, Unusal,
Wingback chair, hand
carved molding, $250.
Dining room set, 18th
century, two pedestal
extension table, 6 lyre
back chairs, $250. Call
753-3638 after 6 PM.
Lazy Boy Office chair
has chrome base,
swivel, brown upholst
ery. $200. 753 7577 or
753-2495.
Stove, refrigerator, air
conditoner, brown 9x12
rug, Gold 6x8, round
rug, 753-2765 after 5 PM.

Carl
was
ceili

759

17. Vacuum Cleaners
UKE NEW FILTER
QUEEN with
power nozzle and
all attachments.
Also 10 Electrolux
Vacuums with
power nozzles in
excellent condition. All with written guarantee.
KIRBY SALES
& SERVICE
Southside Ct. Sq.
759-4801

KIRBY SALES
& SERVICE
only factory authorized dealer in this area.
We remit ell vaccines
me labor charges on
any cleaner. Full Noe
ef new, used and
rebuild cleaners.
Check vs before you
bay. We will beat any
price around guerenteed. Check vs
for iN year cleaning
needs, Kirby, Filter
Gusset Elextrelex,
Hoover, bergs, etc.
Call 759-4891 or
geese by 481 Maple
St. Smith side Court
Stivare.
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27. Mobile Home Sales

1973 12x60 3 BR mobile
home for sale. All
electric, partly fur
nished
Call 489 2475
during weeks and 436
5843 on weekends.
1981 River Oak , 14x70, 3
BR, 2 full baths, fully
furnished, high ceilings,
19. Farm Equipment
central heat and air, all
International truck electric, excellent con
tractor single axle, 2010 dition. Best offer Call
Fleetstar V8 gas, air 759-4610_
brakes, 5 speed 2 speed, 1983 Shultz Custom
new short block, very Classic, 14x70, 21ft.
good cab. $2000. Call pullout. 1 1 /2 bath,
901 247 3733.
Hollywood tub and
shower, all electric,
washer and dryer,
22. Musical
aluminum underpin
Watson Bros. upright fling, central heat, un
piano. Excellent sound. furnished. $15.500.
5175. 759 4667.
Furnished $19,000. Call
436.5552 after 4 p.m. for
appointment only.
24. Miscellaneous
Mobile Home 10x60 with
14x16 living room on
Car batteries 24 series double
lot with garage.
36 month guarantee $15,000
Must see to
$29.99 exchange, 60
appreciate. Located in
month guarantee $39.99. Rolling
Acres Subd. 3
Wallen Hardware miles
east of Murray,
Paris.
1/2 mile down Hwy. 280.
Crossties - Now open Phone 753-4506.
for business in Paris,
Tenn. RR tie yard. 28. Mobile Home Rentals
Hwy. 79East Lakeway 12x60 2 BR. See Bran
Circle. Used RR don Dill at Dills Tr. Ct.
crossties of grades.
Mobile Home spaces.
Open Mon.-Fri. 8 5.,
Water, sewerage, gar
Sat. .8 1 p.m. Business
bage pickup, lawn care
phone 642 4388. Kome
furnished. Mobile Home
phone 642 5174.
Village after 5 p.m.
Food dehydrators
5 753,3895.
models to choose from.
One 2 or 3 BR, natural
$99.99 to $179.99 Wallen
gas or electric, central
Hardware Paris.
air. $85. 5150. Shady
Good used plain paper Oaks 753 5209.
copy machine Quality
Two BR mobile home 1
Copy Products. Call
1/2 miles from town
collect 442-9158.
$150. 753-0692 after 5
Oregon bars for chain , p.m
saws 20in. for Home
Two bedroom trailer on
lite, McCullough, Pollen
large shady well mainand Echo $20.99. Wallen
tained lot. Near
Hardware Paris.
Murray. Call 753-6505.
Oregon saw chains la
Two trailers for rent on
in pitch or 16 in. bar
Hwy. 121 South. Call
57.99, 20m. 58.99. Wallen
after 7 p.m. 753-6607.
Hardware Paris.
School desk of 1 of 1000 30. Business Rentals
desk $2.50 each, chairs For rent 3 car shop in
$2 50 each, teachers Coldwater has office,
desk $47.50 each. Paris hoist in floor, $203 per
Landing Country Store month. Contact Ken
lust off 79 on Hwy 119 at neth Roach, 753.8498
Paris Landing State
Park Open 7 days 88
Mini
901 642-8119.
Warehouse
Slabs and Sawdust Also
tobacco sticks. 224 2342.
Storage Space
Victoria 200 tomato
For Rent
iuicer complete with
new splash guard.
753-4758
$ 29 . 99 . Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Wood for sale $22.50 32. Apts. For Rent
rick delivered
Also 2 BR apartment, apbuild plank fences 492 pliances furnished,
8979 after 5p.m
adults only. No pets.
Deposit required. 436
5401.
26. TV-Radio
2 BR apartment near
University. Water paid.
$120. 489-2244.
GENERAL HOME
Female roommate
REPAIR
wanted to share nice
1 Remodeling, nevi additions, duplex. Call after 5 p.m
753 8587.
cabinet building. No job to
Furnished 1 BR aparsmell. Coll after 6 PM 753tment. Adults only. No
)072.
pets. Deposit required.
Call 436-5401.
Couch, Brown and off
white print Call 759
1955 after 5 PM
Hot Point freezer, 30
inches wide, very good
condition. Call 435 4398
After 500 PM

T.L.C. Maid Service
Carpets steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

Tender Loving Care
Free Estimates
1759-9754

759-1834

Bonded, Local and Mature.

Ir
12
id

32. Apts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

One bedroom apart
ment $80. per month.
Stove, refrigerator and
water furnished at Lynn
Grove, 753,7874.
Two bedroom upstairs
apartment, furnished,
near downtown. Call
753-4645 after 2:00 PM

Attractive three bed
room brick home, with
living room, dining
room, family room with
fireplace, two full
baths, eat ion kitchen,
utility room, central
air, heat pump, wall to
wall carpet and custom
STROUT
drapes throughout
REALTY
dishwasher, electric
range, safe, well in
Low Ann Philpet 753-6843
sulated, patio, garage,
Wayne Wilson
753-5086
with attic for storage,
le• L. Kennon
436-5676
nicely decorated
1012 Coldwater Reed
throughout. Assumable
Money, Kentecky 42071
loan with guaranteed
(502)73-0186
fixed interest rate Call
Anytime
7 5 3
3 0 9 0 for
appointment.
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Six lots at corner loca
Licensed 8. Bonded
tion in Kentucky Lake
Development. Good
WOULD YOU LIKE TO drainage for building
SWING ON A STAR - All six lots only S2000
Or would you rather Five business lots in
own a house - Quality Roberts Industrail
and beauty go with this park. Different sizes
three bedroom, two full and prices. Plat at
baths, great room and Roberts Realty. Owner
spacious dining room financing available. 753'
with a beautifully land- 1651.
scaped lot -- 112 trees
This large and luxur
and bushes, including
ious beauty is newly
blackberry bushes,
constructed by one of
roses, holly and flower
ing almond. There is a Murray's finest
builders. Complete in
brick terrace also.
every respect. Four
Since the outside is this
bedrooms, 3 baths,
great, you've got to
wooded lot and brick
view the quality inside
and wood backyard
too. Dial 753 1492 No. at
fence. Must see to
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
appreciate Kopperud
Realtors.
Realty 753-1222.
Well planned 3 bed
room, one and one half
bath, House on
Brookhaven Drive Ext
Ideal first home or
Appointments mode
retirement home
for your convenience.
Priced right. 753-3903.

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from university. Call
753 1812 or 759-9580.
Rooms for rent near
University. Inquire at
1620 Miller Ave Ask for
Bob Collie.

34. Houses for Rent
3 BR house near Un
iversity. $250. month
plus deposit. Call 753
2342.
Two BR house, 1 1/2
miles from town. $175.
753 0692 after 5 p.m.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Goats for sale. Call
382 2776 after 6 p.m
Holstein Bull, 2 weeks
old. $65. Call 753.5927.
Horses boarded, stalls
and pasture space
available. $20
per
month
753 3010, 759
9360
Two grain bed Angus
beef steers. 437 4742.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Cocker pups, AKC
Scottish Terriers, AKC
Bichon Fiste, 901-235
2705.
AKC Registered black
Lab pups, males and
females, champion
bloodlines. Call 762-4391
before 3:30 or 489-2317
after 4 p.m.
AKC registered Cocker
Spanial female, 8
months old. Golden, has
all shots, housebroken
$85 or best offer. Call
753-8525 leave name and
number.
Doberman pups $50
each. 489-2691.
Free to good home in
country 8 month old
mixed Shepherd male
dog. 759-1408.

41, Public Sale

YARD
SALE

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
6:30 AM to 6:30
PM each day.
immommimmh.
43. Real Estate
Purdom IL Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
OWNER URGES OF
FERS - Here is your
chance to buy SIX acres
with 30 x 40 building
with adjacent well plus
approximately 2,000
pines planted three
Years ago. Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors today at 753,1492 to
get more details on this
TREMENDOUS buy.

Full time sales
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty. . 153-2249
153-112B
Theresa Knight
loyce Betsworth. . 153-9380
153-2581
Guy Spann
/53-2477
Anna Remorth
Ionise Baker. . 153-24E19
lames Green. . . . 1534391

44. Lots for Sale
On or about 7 acres
$8500. Cherry Corner
Pottertown Rd. Owner
financing. Phone 4362468.

46. Homes for Sale

806 Broad Extended

Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

- 753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alvmeinum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Cell Will Ed Bitifey,
753-0619.

A distinguished house
for the discriminating
buyer. This quality
brick ranch features an
entry hall, living room,
dining room, large den
With fireplace, four
bedrooms two and one
half baths, custom kit
chef, wet bar, 2 car
garage on large shady
lot. Newly listed in the
$80's. Kopperud Realty
753-1222
AttractivelY landscaped
lot with large trees
surrounds this 3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath brick
home. Den and game
room provide space and
privacy for the larger
family, 28 x 17
greenhouse for the
gardener. Priced at
$55,000. Give us a call
753 1222
Kopperud
Realty .
By owner, 3 BR home
with 1 1/2 bath, large
living room, formal
dining room, must be
seen to really appreci
ate. Call 753-4814 for
appointment.
Newly painted 2 bed
room home located in
city listed at $25,500.
Spann Realty Associates 753-7724.

Police
911

Quality Service
Company
Hearing and Air
Conditioning
Soles Soles and
Modern
Service
Sheet Metal & Ser
vice Departments

753-9290
RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

'Tbe'carrier defier fir soles
Merrey nod
sod service
Celleorey Certify 102
Orestes'

Free Estimates .
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
7S3-S327

Paper Dolls
Paper Hangers
az
902 711.2.1110.
902 70,) -rr 09

753-8181

46. Homes for Sale

51. Campers

New Listing in
Canterbury Three . be
drooms, two full baths,
formal dining room
listed at $76,900_ Spann
Realty Associates 753
7724.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
r electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

esereerreer-

3F"

Dial-A-Service
911
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16. Home Furnishings

2'
16

Poison
Control
53-7588

1973 Skamper 18ft
camper completely self
contained
Tandom
axle Call 489 2306
1978 Nomad 231/2 ft
excellent condition Air
and awning hitch in
cluded. Call 753 8744
after 5 p.m

52. Boats Motors
laft fiberglass boat
with 15hp Evinrude
motor. Reasonable. Call
436 2289 after 5 p.m.
1969 15ft. Cherokee
aluminum boat with
1970 60hp. Johnson out
board motor
Good
condition. Also 68"
Cypress Garden Diamond back water ski,
never been used. Call
753 3955, if no answer
catt 759 4561.
1979 Mark Twain open
bow 75hp, depth finder,
stereo, $3500. May
trade Call 436 2948,

53. Services Offered
I Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
and double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
For Your Hauling
Needs - Sawdust,
White Rock, Grain.

Call 492-8425
Or 492-8485

310 1.71
53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Mitchell Paving and
Hauling
Asphalt pay
ing, sealing, striping
Stone. gravel, etc
Phone 753 1537

INDUSTRIAL
SANDBLASTING
any size item, on
the job or in our
yard. Pointing interior & exterior.
Sheetrock finishing
textured ceilings.
759-1050

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873

G ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing
roofing, sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973. nights 474 2276
Ken Lake Appliance
Service - Re
frigerators, Air Con
ditioning Service On All
Makes, Call 753 8505_
Licensed electrician for
residential and com
mercial. Heating and
air condition, gas in
stallation and repair,
Phone 753 7203

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

Need work on your
'rees? Topping, prun
ng, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 0338.
Painting •
Paperhang
ing, Interior
Exterior,
Commercial
Re
sidential, 20 -years, re
ferences, free es
timates. Tremon
Farris, 759 1987
Small engine shop
Work on all small
motors. Call Andy
Elkins, 753 4590, „1001 E
Glendale, Murray
Fire Wood, Tree trim
ming and removing
hedges and shrubs
Free estimates
753-5476.

Alaimo Service Ce.
Alimluim aid vinyl
Sldlq Custom trim Werk.
References Call Will El
Batley 153-0689.
Tree work, Complete
removal and trimming,
experienced, reasona
ble rates. 7 5 3 0211
evenings
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write 'Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442 7026
Will do plumbing, air
conditioning, carpen
try, roofing, painting
and will also haul
753 2211 or 753 9600
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Roger Hudson 753
4545,

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

Early Bird
Discount 100.
Roof Problems?

Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1983

JIM DAY
Painting

a4g•kli

A

753-3716

AllSgt

G ENERAL HOME
*,
c.rF
E5`
*
REPAIR. 15 years ex
Get a second opinion.
perience
Carpentry,
47. Motorcycles
APPLIANCE SER
Free Estimates. Ex56. Free Column
concrete, plumbing,
1981 Yamaha 750 VICE. Kenmore, roofing, sliding. NO
cellent references.
Free 6 week old kitten,
Westing
house,
Virago. 2000 miles. 650
JOB TO SMALL. Free
Call
Tabby. Call 753-0964 or
Triumph. Best offer. Whirlpool. 21 years estimates. Days 753 6973,
753 4707
experience. Parts and
Hugh Outland
753-6082.
n
ig
h
t
s
service. Bobby Hopper 474-2276.
Free Kitten. Call 753759-1718 7 9-1 1 3
COLLECTORS ITEM 6 3994.
1967 Honda CL90 Street Bob's Appliance Service
St
strt
S.
202
Bike. • New .tires, A 1
753-4872, 753-8886
mint condition
Call (home).
436-2372.
Honda CB 750F, low
Broermgmeyer
mileage. Call 435-4326 or
Health Awareness Center
435-4158 after 5 p.m.
Must Sacrifice 650
Special cheap
Call
ERASE YOUR NECK PAIN
437-4945 after 5 p.m
That "neck crick" may occur
flow of vital life energy. Pressure
when a muscle becomes cramped.
49. Used Cars
on your nerves is eased. You can
Causes: draft from a fan or air
again move your neck (and body)
1957 1-Bird, very rare
conditioning, sitting or sleeping
in normal directions with pain-free
2-4 barrell carb. with Air Conditioner Central
position, turning your neck sudflexibility. The earlier the cause is
standard trans. No rust. air, Refrigeration, 24
denly. Sometimes, the pain is
California car, firm hour service and repair.
discovered and chiropractic care
eased with simple massage or a
price $16,000. See Bob Reasonable rates, 436
begun, the faster the restoration
5536.
hot water bottle, but often it
Cook, Hazel, Ky.
of pain-free health.
returns. Chiropractic can elimi1963 Chevrolet pickup. Air conditioners,
Brought to you as a community
nate the pain without drugs or
Best offer. Runs in good washers, dryers,
service by
freezers and re
chemicals.
condition. 753-1367.
Your chiropractor will make a
1969 Datsun wagon as frigerators repaired.
4 miles East Hwy 94
Residential and comthorough analysis to determine
is. Make an offer
Murray, Ky.42071
merical.
Call
Sure-Fix,
problem,
the
using
modern
scien753-6253.
Phone (502) 753-2962
759-1322.
tific
methods
and
equipment.
1972 Pontiac J2000 4
Out of State 1-800-826-3388
Gentle, soothing spinal adjustspeed, air, ps/pb, exHours 8 A.M.-5 P.M.
ments quickly help restore the
cellent condition. 15500.
Monday Thru Friday
or best offer. 901-247
3734 after 5 p.m.
1973 LTD clean local car
$850. See at 1803 College
Farm Road.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
1975 Toyota 5-speed, air
roofing,
types
All
Wednesday, August 17
See at 1602 Datsun.
local references. Free
10 A.M.
1977 Ford LTD. 4 door,
12 UNIT APARTMENT COMPLEX, 2 UNIT COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Estimates. All work
ps/pb, air, one owner,
OFFICE AND APARTMENT BUILDING
27,000 miles, excellent
guaranteed. Days
LOCKSHOP STOCK AND FIXTURES
condition. Monday
753-6581, nights
DUPLEX
Friday 9-5 753-0445,
759-1859.
Location: 900 Coldwater Rood, 901 Coldwater Rood, 1 i miles east of Murray,
after 6 p.m. 753-1580.
Kentucky on Highway 94.
1978 Cutlass Supreme
TRACT ol
Brougham, burgandy
900 Coldwater Road
59,000 miles, $4800. 753 Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
10 UNIT APARTMENT BUILDING AND 2 UNIT APARTMENT BUILDING
6275 after 6 p.m.
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
(6 Two -Bedroom Apartments)
1978 Ford FieSta with
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
One-Bedroom Apartments(
AM FM cassette. Very
!2 Efficiency Apartments)
clean, 362-4769 or 437 Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
(2 Single Rooms)
4971 after 5 p.m.
Vars. For free esThe ten unit building has eight apartments on the lower level and two upstairs
1978 Trans AM loaded
timates call 753-2310.
apartments It is constructed of concrete block with brick veneer face It has on
Call after 4 p.m. 4.36
asphalt shingle roof concrete walks. paved drives and ample parking All units
5403 or 436-5830.
have vinyl and carpeted floors and are air conditioned. The two unit building is
753-8299
'1981 Grand LeMans
constructed of concrete block with brick face ond is basically the same as the ten
ArIONTGOIVIE
loaded excellent condi
unit building All units ore furnished with the necessary furniture and appliances
tion. Cheap. Need to
These units hove been well maintained and are in better than overage condition at
sell. Make offer. 354
this time All units are presently rented and this complex and enioyed a high
8050.
Catalog Sales Agency
occupancy rate for several years The lot fronts approximately 195 feet on
1981 Mazda GLC 31,000
Coldwater Road and is located only one block from the Murray State University
miles. $3895. 759-4017.
COMMODC/RE COMcampus
PUTERS
1982 Cougar XR7, 13000
Model
Now
actual miles, ps/pb, tilt
V1C-20
Stan
TRACT #2
wheel, air, AM -FM,
C-64
$19961
900 Coldwater Road
excellent condition. 4.35
Printer
$269 89
2 UNIT COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Disk Drives
f299
4592 after 5:30 p.m.
Software
This tract fronts Coldwater Road approximately 60 feet and the improvements
Chevrolet Caprice 8
Easy Senpt Disk
$440
consist of a 38.52 concrete block building that is sectioned into two commercial
cylinder, automatic,
Easy Mail Dtsk
M
units that are presently occupied by Hal Lock Company and West Kentucky Music
Games
$11 18 Up
needs body work. Best
Company This building is of concrete block construction with concrete floors.
offer. Call 759-4610 after
Murray
300 Main
plate glass windows, gas and electric heat, and window air condition It has ample
6 p.m.
Paved parking and rear service entrance.
Bob's Home Inprove50. Used Trucks
ment and General ConLocksmith Inventory And Equipment
1963 Chevrolet 2 ton tracting. 20 years exCounters drill press, work benches, grinder, three key machines three code
with dump Call be- perience, additions,
machines for automobile, 150 door locks, 3,000 to 4,000 key blanks, 300 pod
tween 8-10 p.m. 436-2195. N carpentry, painting,
locks four floor safes. and miscellaneous mobile home ports
1972 CJ 5 Jeep good concrete work,
All stock and fixtures will sell as one unit Tract *1 42 and locksmith stock and
condition after 6 p.m. aluminum awnings and
equipment will be sold separate and then various combinations will be offered
Call 435-4499
trailer skirting. Wall
TRACT 16
1978 Ford pickup 150 paperipg done by Paper
901 Coldwater Rood
series. Excellent condi- Dolls paper hanging.
OFFICE AND APARTMENT BUILDING
Call 753-4501 after 5 pm.
tion. 436-2262.
The lower level of this structure is presently occupied by 0 physician and the
1978 Jeep CJ -5 $3500. Bull dozing and backhoe
upstairs is o four room furnished apartment with gas heat and window air
work. Call /37-4533
Call 753-1205.
conditioning and a private outside entrance. The lower level has 1 200 square feet
1979 Datsun King Cab days, after 8:00p.m.
that is sectioned off into four examinatibn rooms. waiting room business office
pickup. 4 speed with 354,8161.
bath, and storage room Floors are vinyl 6nd carpeted
bucket seats, excellent Chim Chim Chimney
The building is of concrete block construction with brick and cedar facing and the
condition. $3275. or best Sweeps. Call before the
lot is approximately 65'x200'
busy season. Call John
offer. Call 753.0457.
This property will be shown by appointment only by contracting the selling ogent
762-4792 or Floyd 4354348.
51 Campers
TRACT #11
1 ur mills east of Murray just north of Hwy 91
1973 Dodge Tioga 20ft Concrete block work.
DUPLEX
motor home sleeps 6, Large or small iobs,
This duplex has opproximatley 900 square feet on each side that is sectioned off
self contained, clean, garages, basements,
foundations. 753-5476
into living room, kitchen, two bedrooms, eating area ond bath. This brick veneer
$4500. 436-5510
building has an asphalt shingle roof. storm windows and doors, carpeted and vinyl
floors, electric heat and window air conditioning Each unit is furnished with the
basics and will go with property Lot is approximately I 50"x90'
This property will be shown by appointment only be contacting the selling agent
Geld
Silver
Seldom is property such as this offered for sole and almost never where you set the
Closed
Closed
price. This property will be sold at absolute auction subiect to nothing.
Yesterday
Due to health reasons. Mr Hole is no longer able to manage this property
411.00
Yesterday
11.69
affectiveiv.
Opened Today 400.00
Opeisod Today 11.59
There will be no combination of any of these properties excecpt Tract 1, 2, and the
Dom
3.00
Down
JO
lockshop equipment There will be on open house and public showing of all of
these properties on August 4, 1 p.m to 6 p.m. and August I), 1 p.m. to,6-p.m. To
Compliments of
inspect any other time you must make on appointment with the setting agent'
We buy Gold. Silver
TERMS: 20 yoicelit dace% iey if solo with bounce on dolfvfny of deed within 60
GOLD & SILVER and Diamonds.
days.
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours 10 8 Doily
POSSESSION: With deed, subject to fonnonts rights. All risnt will be peo-cotind es of
closiog as wilf city and county property tacos.
175 Sunday.
OLYMPIC PLAZA
OWNER: Hilton Hole

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

Custom HiBoy
Spraying
753-4095
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HEALTH

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Anace C. Walker dies Rovine Tyler Mr. Paschall's services today
Mrs. Anace Cotham Jackson A.
The funeral for ing as an honorary groun.
Foster will ofWalker, 81, Rt. 1, Lynn (iciate. Gus
Sylvester Paschall is toRobertson, dies Sunday
Burial will follow in the

Grove community, died
Sunday at 3:22 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the
widow of Hughie Walker.
She was a member of
Salem Baptist Church.
She was preceded in
death by one son, James
Elbert Walker, on Sept.
22, 1979, and one brother,
Albert Cotham in 1978.
Born Nov. 25, 1901, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Jesse Everett
Cotham and Arada Hutchens Cotham.
Mrs. Walker is survived by a daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Willodean Walker,
Rt. 1; two brothers,
Leonard Cotham, Paris,
Tenn., and Noble
Cotham, Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Also surviving are one
grandson, Danny Walker
and wife, Judy, Rt. 1,
Farmington; two granddaughters, Mrs. Jimmy
i Kaye ) Key, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., and Miss
Alesa Walker, Rt. 1; four
great-grandchildren.
Chris and Danita Walker
and Kevin and Jeremy
Key.
The ,funeral will be
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Mike Littrell and the Rev.

Mrs. Wilkerson's
funeral Tuesday
Services for Mrs.
Jewell Adams Wilkerson
will be Tuesday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Eddie Young
and the Rev. John Pippin
will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Billy Max Paschall, Danny
Adams, Robert Glenn
Clark, Bobby Hopper,
Tommy Carruthers and
Harry Furches. Burial
will follow in Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Wilkerson, 88, Rt.
4, died Friday at 6 p.m. at
General Rospital,
Douglasville, Ga. Her
husband, Tom Wilkerson,
died May 18, 1976.
Born May 7, 1895, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Jefferson Davidson
Adams and Rebecca
Priscilla Sanders Adams.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Ray
Clark, Douglasville, Mrs.
Rebecca Cooper,
Berkley, Mich., and Mrs.
Iva Nell Miller,
Southfield, Mich.; two
sons, Lynn Wilkerson,
Chicago, Ill., and Hugh
Wilkerson, Dallas, Texas.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Will
Riley Furches, Murray,
Mrs. Elna Green, Sunnyvale, Calif., and Mrs.
Oma Bilyeu, Bakersville,
Calif.; one brother, Lynn
Adams,Indianapolis.
Twelve grandchildren
and 15 greatgrandchildren also survive.

Jr., will be soloists with
Richard Jones as
organist.
burial will follow in
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mr. Outland
dies Saturday
Carmon Outland, 82,
150 Augusta Ave.,
Paducah, died Saturday
at 11:20 p.m. at the Riverfront Terrace Nursing
Home there.
Mr. Outland was a
former owner of Builders
Supply Co., Paducah. He
was a member and
deacon emeritus of Lone
Oak First Baptist
Church, of Paducah
Lodge No. 127 Free and
Accepted Masons and of
Woodmen of World.
Born Jan. 18, 1901, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Roy
Outland and Fruzy
Suratte Outland.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Dessarie
Dailey Outland; one
daughter, Mrs. Harry
(Jane ) Flanery, and one
grandson, John Hoffman,
all of Paducah.
One sister, Mrs. Ancel
( Thelma) Griffin of Murray survives along one
stepsister, Mrs. Ophelia
Boeh of Fort Thomas.
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Shelby R. Beaty will
officiate.
Active pallbearers will
be Orville Amyette, Raymond Bobbitt, Dee Cook,
C. Randel Stroud,
Tremon Pace and Harry
Peyton.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Gents Bright,
Cave Thomas, Nolan
Harton, Hafton Garner,
Joe Houston and Theron
McGary.
Burial will follow in Mt.
Kenton Cemetery,
Paducah.

Two bridges
will be saved
by the state
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — The state
Transportation Cabinet is
replacing two 19th century bridges, and is offering to pay for moving
them to new locations to
encourage their preservation.
One "Pratt truss"
bridge, built in 1883, is
located on Ky. 539 over
the north fork of the Licking River in Bracken
County.
The other, known as the
Starnes Bridge, is of the
"Camelback-Petit"
design, and was built in
1890. It is located in Grant
County on Ky. 1993 over
Eagle Creek.
Proposals may be submitted through Aug. 19 to
the District 6 Highway
Office in Covington. If no
suitable recipient is
found, the bridges will be
demolished.

day at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Norman
Culpepper of Jackson,
Tenn., and the Rev. Eddie Young are officiating.
Music is by the choir of
the Sinking Spring Baptist Church of which he
was a member with Paul
Henderson as leader,
Mrs. Laura Paschall as
organist and Mrs. Sharon
Furches as pianist.
Active pallbearers are
James Kuykendall, Hugh
Deering, Owen Jones,
Ricky Paschall, Thurston
Furches and Lindy
Burke.
Members of the Adult
Men's Sunday School
Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, where he
WRS a member, are serv-

Eating too little
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
A less severe, sensible diet ter from another reader
presently on a diet that I that does not overly restrict "Thank you for your
Mr. Paschall, 72, Rt. 4, started two weeks ago. I am carbohydrates will not cause column on Dupuyt re n s
died Friday at Vanderbilt 5 foot 3. age 17 and weigh this But starvation or semi- contracture. I have expertHospital, Nashville, 106 pounds I lost four starvation will cause such enced two operations on the
Tenn. He was a retired pounds I eat good, well-bal- problems regardless of the same finger for this probanced meals and
farmer. Born April 2, cut down on the have just type of food you eat. A lot of lem. The second operation
size of the people today suffer from the was required because the
1911, in Calloway County, portions that I eat.
adverse effects of unhealthy first was not done properly.
he was the son of the late The problem is that lately dieting. Others get so thin
would certainly recomBarney Paschall and I have frequently experi- the liver can no longer man- mend surgery to anyone
Mary Frances Jones enced some dizziness and ufacture glucose, and, in the whose doctor suggests it.
head rushes when I stand up. extreme form, that can lead There was some discomfort
Paschall.
Is anything wrong?
for a while afterward but it
Survivors are his wife, DEAR READER — Yes. to death
I think you should read was worth it to be able to
Mrs. Kathleen Boyd You are not eating enough. Dangerous Dieting in The lay
my hand down on a flat
Paschall, to whom he was Why do you think you need Health Letter 16-2, which I surface again and not have
married on Feb. 25, 1933; to weigh less? You may be am sending you. So should that little finger curled up
three daughters, Mrs. starting down the path to anybody contemplating a under my palm"
Bonnie (Martha) Nance, anorexia nervosa, a condi- diet. Others who want this As you know, the problem
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., tion where a person thinks issue can send 75 cents with is a contraction of the
she is fat when in fact she is a long, stamped, self - fibrous membrane in the
Mrs. Dick (Mary) Arm- thin. The
end result is star- addressed envelope for it to palm of the hand that causes
strong, Mayfield, and vation and the damage that me. in care of
this newspa- the fingers to curl.
Mrs. Mason (Karen) does to your health.
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio You can't guarantee surMilby, Murray; two sons, Often, when the diet is too City Station, New York, NY gery for any condition
Gedric Paschall and Ken- limited, or there is an over 10019.
because you are dealing with
DEAR DR. LAMB — I so
dred Paschall, Murray; restriction of carbohydrates,
many biological and
the
body
washes
understand
out
of
a
lot
Dupuytren's con- human variables. The mild
seven grandchildren.
salt and water. The loss of tracture is inherited. All our cases may be helped with
normal body water causes a family are musicians and medical treatment but surperson to have a tendency to artists. We were going to gery is usually required. If
faint. The loss of normal have surgery but were told only a small area is
water in the tissues in your it could grow back. How involved, a partial removal
LEXINGTON, Ky. said. There's no sense legs allows blood to pool in long should
we wait to have of the palmar tissue may be
1API — Ken Hamilton making him an offer your legs when you stand. it done?
sufficient but that can result
says antique cars are just though, he says. "I That means you cannot send
DEAR READER — You in a recurrence. The most
enough
blood to the brain
like potato chips.
will be interested in this let- effective treatment is comwouldn't take $50,000 for
"You can't have just that car."
plete removal of the thickone. You have to have two
ened
palmar
fascia. folFourteen years ago as
lowed
by
good
a
or more," says Hamilton. an 18-year-old car en- BURKESVI
LLE, Ky. Patrol spokesman said a physiotherapy program of
Hamilton and his thusiast, Ken Hamilton
( AP) — Two people were boat driven by Jerry splinting and exercises.
father, Bob, have bet- located the shell of the
killed in a boating acci- Wiley of Louisville struck
ween 25 and 30 cars scat- car near Corinth, where it
dent and another ap- Poland's 17-foot bass
tered in garages across had been rusting for a parently
drowned at Dale boat. Upon impact,
Lexington. And some of quarter-century.
For Family Ufe
Hollow Lake this Wiley's 19-foot boat went
insurance that
the models are quite
weeken
d,
said
over Poland's boat.
He scraped off the rust
meets today's
valuable.
Cumberland County CorNeither Wiley nor the
needs and
"We have more than and began his search. He
oner Joe Fletcher.
tomorrow's goals
four passengers in his
we can work with lately," found many parts at flea
...check with
Fletcher identified boat were injured. No
markets, but had to go as
the younger Hamilton
" State Farm.
far as New Jersey, where those killed when two charges have been filed.
said recently. "We've
Prore,
Wiley told police he did
he located a motor on a boats collided as Jesse
*ay
talked about maybe sellReed Poindexter, 39 of not see the Poland boat.
boat.
One
year
and
$1,000
+a. Se
,
.1.
,
ing a few here, but cerre,rern,r
,
Celina, Tenn., and EdFletcher said an autoplater
the
car
was
running.
ttlal
1'
tain ones we would never
Albert Washburn, sy will be conducted on
The vehicle is related to ward
sell."
39 of Louisville.
the body of Betty J.
British
Austins,
Among the cherished
but was
Poindexter
Federal-State Market News Service .August
was killed Arney, 40 of Martinsville,
prizes are seven manufactured during the
8. 1963
instantly
at
11
p.m. Fri- Ind. Mrs. Arney's hus1930s
and
'40s in Butler,
American Austins, a 1907
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
when
day
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
the two boats band, Charles, found her
Ford, the forerunner of Pa. It's about the size of a
Receipts Act 709 Est 650 Barrows & Gilts
hit,
Fletcher
said. body in the water next to
modern
Volkswagen,
the Model T, and a 1911
fully 11 00 higher Sows under 500 lbs
their houseboat when he
uneven 50 higher over 500 lbs 50-1 0 lower
Hupmobile. Ken originally cost $339 and Washburn was knocked
US 1-2 210240 lbs
148 50-49 00
returned
from an errand
overboard
during
the
colcould
buzz along the napersonal
$47 5048.50 Hamilton's
US 2 203-210 lbo
about6 p.m. Saturday.
lision.
Cumberlan
US 2 210-250 Ito
MS 00-48 50 favorite
d
Countion's
early
roads
at
is
55
a
yellow
1930
$47 03-48 00
US 2-3 250-Y/0 lbs
Fletcher said both acAustin that he rebuilt mph, getting 60 miles to ty rescue workers
Sows
cidents occurred near the
recovered
US 1-2 770-350 lbe
Washburn'
431 00-33 00 from
s
the
gallon.
parts
located
4310043.50
US 1-3 300-456 lba
Hendricks Creek boat
83350-3409 around the country.
US 1-3 450500 lbe
Just about 300 or body about 3:30 p.m. dock
at the northern part
Saturday.
US 14500450 lbs
434 54-36 50
"I've had some really Arnerican Austins exist,
431.00-32.00
US 24 300-500 lbs.
of the lake on the
Jane Rogers
!
good offers on it," he Ken Hamilton said.
Boars07.0049.50
A third person in the Kentucky-Tennessee
753-962
7
boat, Billy Poland, 34 of border.
Glasgow, was in critical
201 S. 6th
condition Sunday night at
Humana Hospital UniverK8,K STUMP
sity in Louisville, after
REMOVAL
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT— INVESTMENTS
being transferred from
W' con remove stumps up
the Cumber4and County
to 24 below the round
Hospital.
135 7343 or 435 4319
A Kentucky Water
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Goodyear
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Mrs. Rovine Parker
Tyler, 65, 408 Wynn St.,
Paris, Tenn., died Sunday
morning at Henry County
General Hospital, Paris.
She was a former
employee of the
Townhouse Restaurant
and the Bull Durham
Restaurant. Mrs. Tyler
was a member of the
Grace
Baptist Church,
Murray.
Born Feb. 3, 1918, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Luther Parker and
Minnie Suiter Parker.
Mrs. Tyler is survived
by two daughters, Mrs.
Sharon Colson of Murray
and Mrs. Burnietta
Jackson, Paris; one son,
Burnette Farley, Alamo,
Tenn.; five grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
Four sisters survive
who are Mrs. Aslee
Richie, Paducah, Mrs.
Vinell Patterson, New
Concord, Mrs. Lockie
Kinsella, Belleville, Ill.,
and Mrs. Lillie McEvoy,
Murray. One brother,
Earl Parker of Murray,
survives.
Services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Bill Robbins will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Memorial Cemetery at
Paris.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
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Hamilton likes antique cars

Two die in boating accident
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock market
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UNCLE JEFF'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY E-_-4.4mL,

Friendly Service Irr
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS— MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER
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Has your favorite service station
man gone out of business? If so, and
#you need a place to get your car
taken care of, please call us at 7532405.
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$333 ACE
Multi-Purpose

DUCT
TAPE
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ALUMINIZED CLOTH
An Energy-Sovings
Product of Endless Uses

2" x 60 YARDS
• STRONG
• STICKY
• WATERPROOF •

MURRAY
SUPPLY CO.
208 E. Main 753-3361
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WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED 4 NEW S-10
PICKUPS PRICED AT $6638.38(RED-BLACKBLUE-SILVER)
AS A CUSTOMER YOU CAN EITHER GET
10.9% FINANCING OR A $300" REBATE
DIRECT FROM CHEVROLET.
IF YOU PAY $638.38 DOWN & FINANCE
$6000. YOUR PAYMENT WOULD BE
$154.78 TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE
WOULD BE $1429.44 & TOTAL NOTE
WOULD BE $7429.44 FOR 48 MO.*
•Tor S. Tog
Not Included

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

U.S. 641 S.

Across From Uncle WV:

We change oil, lube cars, do brake work, new
and used tires, batteries, shocks, belts, hoses,
and air conditioner work.
We also wash and wax cars, trucks and vans.
(Hand wash and hand wax.)
We have that good quality Texaco gasoline
and dieselfuel.
Ifyou need service, call us. We have free pickup and delivery service.
Give us a try! We do appreciate your
business.
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